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ANCIENT GOLD COINS
GREEK

4161*
Macedon, Kingdom of Philip II, (359-336 B.C.), gold stater,
(8.58 g), Pella mint, issued period II, c.336-323 B.C., obv.
head of Apollo to right with laureate wreath, rev. galloping
biga driven by charioteer holding kentron in right hand,
reins in left hand, Nike to right flying below, in exergue
ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΥ, (cf.S.6663, cf SNG Cop. 531, Le Rider 376
[dies obv. D165/rev.R280]). Good extremely fine, superb
with some mint bloom, lustrous and as struck, well centred,
about the finest auctioned by this firm, and very rare.
$7,000

4159*
Thrace, Kingdom of, Koson, (c.42 B.C.), gold stater, (8.71
g), Northern Greece mint, obv. three togate figures advancing
to left, the first and third carrying an axe over left shoulder,
KOΣΩΝ in exergue, Brutus monogram to left, rev. eagle
standing to left on sceptre, holding wreath in one claw,
(S.1733, BMC 2, Winkler 1-3). Extremely fine and virtually
as struck, rare.
$1,500

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 90 (lot 3157).

The Koson coinage was struck around 42 B.C., when Brutus, the exiled
assassin of Julius Caesar, was raising troops in northern Greece in preparation
for the final confrontation with Caesar's heirs Mark Antony and Octavian.
Brutus had his own travelling mint, but this coinage was evidently a gift
from an allied Dacian king from the lower Danube region. The king's name,
Koson, appears on the coin and Brutus' name is reduced to a monogram
which appears on some issues, including this example. Koson's coin type
makes sense in terms of Roman propaganda. The eagle trampling a sceptre
and the wreath symbolizes the anti-monarchical sentiments that prompted
Caesar's assassination. The obverse type showing a Roman magistrate with
his attendants, is copied from the coinage struck by Brutus himself in 54
B.C. It depicts an ancestor of Brutus who overthrew the Tarquin kings and
founded the Roman Republic, serving as its first chief magistrate. This design
thus serves to emphasize Brutus' attachment to the Republican traditions.
See Winkler J., "Consideratii despre moneda 'Koson'," Etudes et Recherches
d'Histore Ancienne Vol.23, No.2 (1972), pp. 173-199.

4162*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), gold
distater, (17.09 g), Aegeae mint (?), issued 336-323 B.C.,
obv. head of Athena to right in crested Corinthian helmet,
ornamented with serpent, rev. Nike standing to left, holding
wreath in outstretched hand and ship's mast, ΛO monogram
in left field and thunderbolt in extreme left field, to right
ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, (S.6701, Price 191, M.5, BMC 191a-b,
SNG Cop. 623, Noe Sicyon No.7, Principal Coins, IV, B.4
[p.53, Pl.29]). Well centred, trace of mint bloom, good very
fine and rare.
$20,000

4160*
Thrace, Kingdom of, Koson, (c.42 B.C.), gold stater, (8.30
g), Northern Greece mint, obv. three togate figures advancing
to left, the first and third carrying an axe over left shoulder,
[K]OΣΩΝ in exergue, rev. eagle standing to left on sceptre,
holding wreath in one claw, (S.1733, BMC 2, Winkler 4).
Off centred reverse, otherwise extremely fine and virtually
as struck, rare.
$1,500
Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 88 (lot 3365) and previously from Glen
W. Woods, U.S.A. with his ticket.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 101 (lot 3320), previously from Ira and Larry
Goldberg Auctions 62, February 1, 2011, (lot 3052) and from the Superior
Galleries Moreira Sale II, December 1988 (lot 1818A).

See note above.

The Dewing example also has a wide rim on the reverse. A handsome example
of this rare and impressive denomination.
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4165*
Lesbos, Mytilene, (c.377-326 B.C.), (Bodenstedt date 346
B.C.), electrum hekte (2.52 g), obv. laureate head of Apollo
to right, rev. head of female right, hair in bun behind, within
linear square, (S.-, Bodenstedt Em. 95, SNG Lockett 2764,
cf.McClean 7974, BMC 90). Good very fine/very fine.
$450

4163*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), gold
stater, (8.36 g), Uncertain Eastern mint, issued c.305-300
B.C., obv. head of Athena to right in crested Corinthian
helmet, hair plaited, rev. Nike standing to left, holding wreath
in outstretched hand, pentagram in circle in left field, to
right ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡ[ΟΥ], to left ΒΑ ΣΙΛΕΩΣ (cf.S.6702, Price
3997 [p.501], SNG BMC -, M.-, ANS has an example).
Good extremely fine, well centred, with full mint bloom, a
very rare variety.
$7,000

Ex Strand Coins, Sydney, August 27, 2009 and Terry Naughton
Collection.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 90 (lot 3158).

4166*
Ionia, Phokaia, electrum sixth stater or hekte, (c.440-430
B.C.), (Bodenstedt indicates 438 B.C.), (2.47 g), obv. head
of Pan to left, with horn, rev. incuse square quartered,
(Bodenstedt 73 [p.149, Pl.7, 47, reports 3 specimens known
from only 2 obverse dies and 3 reverse dies, these dies being
obv. b, rev. γ], SNG von Aulock 7950 [same dies]). Very fine
and very rare.
$1,000
Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 92 (lot 4971) and from Munzen &
Medaillen, Deutschland, Auction 9, October 4-5, 2001 (lot 260 illustrated)
and then previously from Munzen & Medaillen List 578 (1994) (no 17
550 SFr.).

4164*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), gold
stater, (8.58 g), Tyre mint, issued 305-290 B.C., obv. head
of Athena to right in crested Corinthian helmet, ornamented
with a serpent, rev. Nike standing to left with open wings,
holding wreath in outstretched hand a ΩTW monogram
in left field, in inner left ΠΥΡ monogram in circle, to right
ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, (cf.S.6702, cf.Price 3536 [type as Price
3539 p.446 for tetradrachm for monograms], M.-, BMC -).
Extremely fine and very rare.
$4,000

Type known from various similar types with only 2 obverse and 3 reverse
dies. One specimen noted by Bodenstedt from these dies.

Ex Gorny & Mosch Auction Sale 118, October 15, 2002 (lot 1244).
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ROMAN

4169*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), gold aureus, issued 101-102, Rome
mint, (7.09 g), obv. laureate head of Trajan to right, around
IMP CAES NERVA TRAIAN AVG GERM, rev. Hercules
standing facing on altar, holding club and lion's skin, around
P M TR P COS IIII P P, (S.3095, RIC 49, C 215). Nearly
very fine and scarce.
$4,500

4167*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), gold aureus, Lugdunum mint,
issued A.D. 70, (7.17 g), obv. laureate head of Vespasian
to right, around IMP CAESAR VESPASIANVS AVG TR
P, rev. Fortuna standing left, right hand on prow, holding
cornucopiae in left hand, COS ITER FORT RED around,
(S.-, RIC 1104, Calico 602, BMC 373). Attractive portrait,
very fine or better and rare.
$6,000

Ex Heritage Auctions, Sale 3046, lot 29289.
In a slab by NGC, graded 5/5 strike and 5/5 surface.

Ex CNG, sale 360, lot 403.

4170*
Faustina Senior, wife of Antoninus Pius, (died A.D. 140/1),
gold aureus (7.02 g), Rome mint, struck under Antoninus
Pius after A.D. 147, obv. DIVA FAVSTINA, draped bust of
Faustina to right, hair coiled atop head, rev. AVG-V-STA,
Ceres, veiled, standing left, holding torch in each hand,
(S.4554, RIC [Antoninus] 357a. BMC (Antoninus) 405
Antoninus], Calico 1758a [This Coin]). Nicely struck, nearly
extremely fine and rare.
$6,000

4168*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), gold aureus, issued 100, Rome mint,
(7.33 g), obv. laureate head of Trajan to right, aegis and
slight drapery on left shoulder, around IMP CAES NERVA
TRAIAN AVG GERM, rev. Hercules standing facing on altar,
holding club and lion's skin, around P M TR P COS III P
P, (S.3095, cf.RIC 37 [no aegis or drapery], C 215). Strong
portrait, some lustre, extremely fine and a rare variety.
$7,000
Ex Heritage Auctions, sale 3046, lot 29288.
In a slab from NGC, graded 5/5 strike and 4/5 surface.

Ex Maison Palombo.

A very rare variety unlisted in RIC with aegis and drapery.

In a slab by CNG, graded 5/5 strike and 3/5 surface.
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4173*
Valentinian III, (A.D. 425-455), gold solidus, Rome mint,
(4.27 g), obv. diademed, draped and cuirassed bust to
right, DN PLA VALENTI NIANVS P F AVG, rev. Emperor
Valentinian III standing facing, holding long cross and
Victory, with foot on serpent, VICTORIA AVGGG around,
R M across, (S.21264, C.19, DOC 849-850). Has been
mounted extensively around the edge, polished, otherwise
nearly very fine and rare.
$300
4171*
Faustina Senior, wife of Antoninus Pius, (died A.D. 140/1),
gold aureus (7.15 g), Rome mint, struck under Antoninus
Pius after A.D. 147, obv. DIVA FAV STINA, draped bust
of Faustina to right, hair coiled atop head, rev. AVGV
STA, Ceres, veiled, standing left, holding torch and sceptre,
(S.4553, RIC (Antoninus) 356a. BMC [Antoninus] 395
(Antoninusus]). Well struck, nearly extremely fine and
rare.
$5,500

Ex Gray Donaldson Collection and previously from Noble Numismatics
Sale 49 (lot 1953).

Ex Heritage Auctions, Sale 3046, lot 29307.

4174*
Zeno I, (A.D. 474-491), gold solidus, Constantinople mint,
Officina Γ, (4.32 g), obv. Zeno three-quarter facing bust,
wearing cuirass, paludamentum and crown, holding spear
and shield, around DN ZENO PERP AVC, rev. Victory
standing to left, in right hand holding long cross, in right field
a star, around VICTORI A AVGGGΓ in exergue CONOB,
(S.4385, RIC 910). Nearly very fine, has been mounted.
$300

In a slab from NGC, graded 4/5 strike and 4/5 surface.

BYZANTINE

4175*
Justinian I, (527-565), gold solidus, issue of 527-538, 9th
officina, Constantinople mint, (4.49 g), obv. helmeted and
cuirassed bust three-quarters facing to right, holding spear
over shoulder and shield, around DN IVSTINI ANVS PP
AVC, rev. Angel standing facing holding long cross in left
hand and globus cruciger in right hand, around VICTORI
A AVCCCΘ, in exergue CONOB, star in right field, (S.137,
DOC 3h, MIBE 5). Large flan, good extremely fine and
rare.
$1,000

4172*
Arcadius, (A.D. 383-408), gold solidus, Mediolanum mint,
issued A.D. 394-5 (4.44 g), obv. pearl diademed bust draped
and cuirassed of Arcadius to right, around D N ARCADI
VS P F AVG, rev. VICTORI A AVGGG, emperor standing
right holding standard, Victory on globe, left foot on captive,
M D either side, CONOB in exergue, (S.20716, RIC 1205,
DOC 70). Large flan, delightful red patina, extremely fine
and very scarce.
$2,500
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 95 (lot 5182) and McHugh Collection.

Ex the Goldman Collection and purchased from Moneta Nova, (dealer from
Bremen Germany) and previously from Lanz, Munich, Germany, auction
Sale 151, June 30, 2011 (lot 941).
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4176*
Constantine IV, (668-685), gold solidus, (4.40 g),
Constantinople mint, Class III, issued c.674-681, Officina
Δ, obv. three-quarter facing bearded bust of Constantine
IV, wearing helmet with plume and cuirass, holds spear and
shield, around dN CO A NUSP, rev. Cross potent above three
steps, between facing figures of Heraclius on left and Tiberius
on right, each holding cross on globe, around VICTOA
AVGUΔ, in exergue CONOB, (S.1156, DOC 10c, BMC -,
R.-, T.21). Extremely fine, with mint bloom, and very rare
for this officina.
$750

4179*
Italy, Lucania, Thurium (Thourioi), (350 -300 B.C.), silver
nomos, stater or didrachm, (7.60 g), obv. head of Athena
to right wearing crested Athenian helmet, ornamented with
figure of Scylla, rev. bull butting to right, ΥΟΥΡΙΩΝ∗ and
I below bull, tunny fish below in exergue, dotted exergual
line, (cf.S.447, SNG ANS 1058/9 [similar dies]). Minor
edge roughness on reverse, otherwise fine/nearly very fine
and scarce.
$200
Ex Noble Numismatics stock with ticket.

Ex Gray Donaldson Collection.

GREEK SILVER & BRONZE COINS

4180*
Italy, Lucania, Velia, (c.280 B.C.), silver stater or nomos,
(7.28 g), obv. head of Athena to left wearing crested Athenian
helmet ornamented with Pegasus, palmette on neck guard,
traces of linear square behind rev. lion pulling down stag to
left, (cf.S.461, Williams 561, [obv.281, rev.394], SNG Ash
1404). Lightly toned, slight flan flaw on cheek, otherwise
nearly very fine.
$300

4177*
Spain, Romula, Tiberius, (A.D. 14-37), AE sestertius, (22.51
g), obv. radiate head of Divus Augustus to right, around
PERM [DIVI AVG] COL ROM, rev. head of Livia to left
upon a globe, crescent above, around IVLIA AVGVSTA
[GENE]TRIX ORBIS, (S.-, RPC 73, SNG Cop.421, Guadan
1038). Fine and rare.
$200

Ex RJM Collection with old sales ticket.

Ex RJM Collection and acquired from Empire Coins list 76 No.101 in
1996 ($180).

4178*
Spain, uncertain mint, (mid to late 1st century B.C.), AE
22mm (8.53 g), issued by Cn. Stati(lius) Libo, prefect, struck
circa 43-36 B.C. or later, obv. bare head of Libo right, around
[CN STATI] LIBO PRAEF, rev. praefericulum and patera set
on ground line, SACERDOS in exergue, (S.-, RPC 483, SNG
Cop.471-2) (illustrated); C. Vibius Varus, (42 B.C.), plated
silver denarius (fouree) (3.19 g), Rome mint, obv. laureate
and bearded head of Hercules to right, dotted border, rev.
Minerva standing right, holding spear and Victory, shield set
on ground to right, [C. VIBIVS] on right, VARVS on left,
(S.497, Sear Imperators 193, Cr.494/37, Syd.1139, B Vibia
23). Toning, fine - nearly very fine, very scarce. (2)
$150

4181*
Italy, Calabria, Taras (Tarentum), (302-281 B.C.), silver
nomos, (6.47 g), obv. naked horseman on horseback prancing
to right, crowning horse with wreath, above ΦI, below
horse [Ι]ΩΠΥ ΡΟ[Σ], rev. Phalanthos astride dolphin to left,
holding trident and cornucopia, bee to right, below TAPAΣ,
(cf.S.347, HN 1029, Vl.855-6). Toned, nearly extremely fine
and a rare type.
$750

Ex Adrian Carr collection. First coin from V Coins, Den of Antiquity in
2008. Second coin from from Caesars Coins in 2005.
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4182*
Italy, Bruttium, Rhegion, (c.466-415 B.C), silver obol, (0.78
g), obv. lion's head facing, within dotted border, rev. RECI
within wreath, (S.500, BMC 21); Thessaly, Kierion, (c.400360 B.C.), silver hemiobol 8mm, (0.41 g), obv. laureate
head of Zeus to right, rev. head of Arne to right, (S.-, BCD
Thessaly I -, BCD Thessaly II 98, HGC 4, 675). First toned,
second bright, both nearly very fine, last rare. (2)
$150
Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection.

4183*
Sicily, Akragas (Agrigentum), AE 21, trias, (425-406 B.C.),
(8.96 g), obv. eagle to right holding hare in talons, [AKPA]
behind eagle, rev. crab, three dots below, with a crayfish
below dots, (S.1023, Calciati I p.181 No.54/3, SNG ANS
1041, cf.SNG Morcom 523). Deep brown patina, attractive
very fine and scarce.
$150
Ex RJM Collection with ticket and photographs.

4185*
Sicily, Messana, (420-413 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (16.96
g), obv. biga of mules driven to right by standing female
charioteer, above ΜΕΣΣΑΝΑ, in exergue two dolphins
facing each other, rev. MEΣΣA NI O N around, below
hare bounding to right a clam shell, (cf.S.853, Period III,
Caltabiano [Le Monetazione di Messana], 510.3 [obv.
die 204, rev. die 210 [This Coin] dies illustrated on Pl.31,
Glendining Auction by Seaby 11th Dec 1974 [lot 13, This
Coin], SNG Munich 656, others in Paris 736, Vienna 6601,
Berlin 100). Dark attractive tone, well centred, good very
fine and very rare.
$3,000
Ex Glendining Auction December 11, 1974 (lot 13).

4184*
Sicily, Messana, (425-421 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (17.13
g), obv. biga of mules driven to right by standing female
charioteer above Nike standing to right on reins, in exergue
two dolphins facing each other, dotted border, rev. ΜΕ Σ Σ ΑΝ
ΙΟ Ν around, below hare bounding to right a dolphin to right,
dotted border, (S.851, Caltabiano 500 [obv.die 202, rev. die
208, 13 specimens known]). Dark attractive patination, well
centred, nearly extremely fine and very rare.
$3,000
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4186*
Sicily, Syracuse, Agathokles, (317-289 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (17.02 g), obv. head of Artemis-Arethusa to left,
surrounded by three dolphins, with dotted border, NK below,
rev. galloping quadriga driven left by charioteer holding
goad, above triskeles, in exergue ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩN over AN
monogram, (cf.S.971, Ierardi, "Tetradrachms of Agathocles
of Syracuse," AJN 7-8, 44 (O8/R26), SNG Cop.754, SNG
ANS 632 var. (NK ligatured), SNG Delepierre 700). Toned,
golden red patination as highlights, slightly weak on hair,
otherwise extremely fine and very scarce.
$4,000

4187*
Siculo-Punic, "Carthage" (c.410-395 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (17.46 g), obv. forepart of a bridled horse to
left, crowned by Nike above flying to left, grain ear before
horse, line border, rev. palm tree with drooping branches
and two date clusters, legend across field "QRT/HDST". (cf.
S.6426, Jenkins SNR 53, 30 [same dies O8/R29], SNG Lloyd
1607 [same dies]). Good very fine with a delightful tone and
black patination on the highlights, only three recorded by
Jenkins and extremely rare.
$3,500

Ex Baldwin's Auctions Sale 47, September 25, 2006 (lot 21).

Ex Noble Numismatics, Sale 112, lot 3736. Previously Itallo Vecchi Sale
No.16, October 9, 1999 (lot 84) and Noble Numismatics Sale 64 (lot
2426).

4188*
Thrace, Black Sea Area, Apollonia Pontica, (4th century
B.C.), reduced silver drachm, (2.88 g), obv. anchor, crayfish
to right and A to left, rev. Gorgoneion or Medusa head facing,
(S.1655, SNG BMC Black Sea 160-163, SNG Stancomb 3538). Bright, nearly extremely fine.
$100
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4192*
Moesia Inferior, Nicopolis ad Istrum, Diadumenian as
Caesar, (A.D. 217-218), AE 27, (12.01 g), issue of Statius
Longinus as consular legate, obv. bareheaded, draped,
and cuirassed bust right, around M ΟΠΕΛΛΙ ΔΙΑΔ[ΟΥ]
MENIANOC KAI, rev. Herakles standing right, holding club
and lion skin around VΠCTA ΛΟΝΓΙΝΟΥ ΝΙΚΟΠΟΛΙΤΩΝ
ΠΡOCIC, (S.-, Hristova & Jekov 8.25.14.5 [R5], Pick 1857,
cf.Varbanov 3752). Slightly off centre on the obverse, dark
green patina, otherwise very fine and very rare.
$150

reverse only illustrated

4189*
Thrace, Black Sea Area, Apollonia Pontica, (4th century
B.C.), reduced silver drachms, (2.82, 2.83 [2], 2.84, 2.86 g),
obv. anchor, crayfish to right and A to left, rev. Gorgoneion
or Medusa head facing, (S.1655, SNG BMC Black Sea 160163, SNG Stancomb 35-38). Bright, nearly very fine - nearly
extremely fine. (5)
$250

Ex RJM Collection.

4190*
Thrace, (Moesia Inferior), Istros, (400-350 B.C.), silver
stater, (5.46 g), obv. two young male heads facing, side
by side, left upright, right inverted, rev. sea-eagle standing
to left on dolphin to left, which it attacks with its beak,
above ΙΣΤΡΙΗ, monogram ΦΥ below eagle, below dolphin
monogram PAX, (cf.S.1669, SNG BMC 256, cf.Pick 425,
SNG Stancomb -). Lightly toned, nearly very fine.
$250

part

4193*
Thrace, Pannonia and Moesia, Vespasian - Titus, from the
period of Vespasian and Titus (A.D. 69-79; 79-81), (4.89,
5.57, 9.08 g), first AE dupondius with countermarks of
CAE, AVG and AE, on worn Augustus issue (Martini,
No.75/83 and 77 in Pangerl Collection of Countermarked
Imperial Coins); another Agrippa AE as, with countermark
of AD in rectangular block (not in Pangerl [cf.85 or BMC)
(illustrated); another uncertain as with [TI]C.H on Augustus
as, (cf.Martini, No 88, Pangerl Collection of Countermarked
Imperial Coins). Countermarks fine - very fine, host coins
poor - fair and all rare - extremely rare, illustrated example
unpublished. (3)
$100

Ex Tom Cederlind stock.

Ex Tom Cederlind stock.

4191*
Moesia Inferior, Istros, (400-350 B.C.), silver stater, (5.24 g),
obv. two young male heads facing, side by side, left upright,
right inverted, rev. sea-eagle standing to left on dolphin to
left, which it attacks with its beak, above ΙΣΤΡΙΗ below
dolphin monogram ΔI, (cf.S.1669, SNG BMC 253, BMC
10, Pick 421, cf.SNG Stancomb 149). Very fine.
$200
Ex Tom Cederlind stock.

4194*
Thrace, Kingdom of, Lysimachos, (323-281 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.59 g), Lampsakos mint, issued c.297/6282/1 B.C., obv. head of Alexander to right, (eye looking
upwards), with diadem and horn of Ammon, within dotted
border, rev. Athena enthroned to left, supporting Nike, shield
at side with Medusa head in centre, ΔΞ monogram in inner
left field, crescent in exergue, to left ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ to right
ΛΥΣΙΜΑΧΟΥ, (cf.S.6814, Thompson 49, M.399, Armenak
Hoard 723 [ANS MN 31, p.78]). High relief, nearly very
fine and scarce.
$250
Ex Noble Numismatics, Sale 113, lot 4843.
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4198*
Macedon, Neapolis, (400-350 B.C.), silver hemidrachm,
(1.89 g), obv. Gorgon's head facing, with tongue protruding,
rev. young female head (Artemis Parthenos) to right, head
bound with cord, ΝΕΟΠ around, (S.1417, SNG ANS 438,
SNG Ash. 2324, BMC 17-22). Charming coin, extremely
fine and rare in this condition.
$600

4195*
Thrace, Kingdom of, Lysimachos, (323-281 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.78 g), possibly Alexandria Troas mint,
issued 297/6-281 B.C., obv. head of Alexander to right, with
diadem and horn of Ammon, rev. Athena enthroned to left,
supporting Nike, spear behind, MT monogram to extreme
left, ME monogram in exergue, to right ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, to left
ΛΥΣΙΜΑΧΟΥ, (cf.S.6814, Thompson -, M.-). Nearly very
fine/very fine and very rare.
$500

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 86 (lot 3284) and before from The New York
Sale VII, January 15, 2004 (lot 162) and then previously from Swiss Credit
(Schweizerische Kreditanstalt) (SKA) Bern, Auction Sale No.5, April 18-19,
1986 (lot 134).

Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection.

4199*
Macedon, Olynthos mint, Chalkidian League, silver
tetradrachm, (420-392 B.C.), but issued c.410-401 B.C.,
(14.75 g), obv. laureate head of Apollo to left of finest style,
rev. Cithara with seven strings with flat bottom sound chest,
on right an arm strap decorated with two rows of dots,
above and on sides ΧΑΛ ΚΙΔ [ΕΩ]Ν, (cf.S.1424, Robinson
& Clement Group H, 22 [A18/P17-19 similar]), SNG ANS
-, Naville I, lot 751 [similar dies], Naville X [lot 400 similar
dies], BMC 3 p.67). Good very fine and very rare.
$2,000

4196*
Thrace, Kingdom of, Lysimachos, (323-281 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (17.08 g), Byzantium mint, issued c.230s-early
220s B.C., obv. head of Alexander to right, with diadem and
horn of Ammon, rev. Athena enthroned to left, supporting
Nike, left arm resting on round shield with lion's head
in centre, spear behind, monogram of ΔK left, to right
[Β]ΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ to left ΛΥΣΙΜΑΧΟΥ, (cf.S.6816, Marinescu
52, 128 [same dies], Thompson -, cf.Muller 344 [drachm]).
Bright, good very fine and very rare.
$1,200

Ex Noble Numismatics, Sale 113, lot 4829. Previously Ponterio & Associates
Inc, San Diego, Sale 136, November 1, 2005, (lot 1697).
Originally founded during the Peloponnesian Wars in 432/1 BC the
Chalkidian league was a defensive coalition of cities. It adopted a progressive
constitution on the initiative of its leading state, Olynthos. The league was
predominantly a federal state with sovereign powers and a federal coinage
and adopted Apollo and the lyre as its symbols. The League became very
powerful in the 4th century and won control of certain cities from the weaker
Macedonian kings such as Amyntas III. The League dissolved when its
principal city fell to Philip II in 348 B.C. The power of the league is reflected
in its coinage, which was the most important in the Macedonian area during
the first half of the 4th century BC. The modern excavations of the site are
particularly important both for the history of a Greek city planning and the
coin finds that are vital for the chronology of many issues of the 4th century
B.C. Robinson and Clement note for this Group H, two obverse dies and
five reverse dies for 10 specimens known. This example comes with a new
reverse die. The obverse has a fine head of Apollo and an excellent example
of late 5th century B.C. die cutting.

4197*
Macedon, Neapolis, silver stater, (525-500 B.C.), (10.02
g), obv. Gorgon's head facing, with tongue protruding, rev.
four part incuse square, (cf.S.1303, SNG ANS 401-2, SNG
Cop. 222). Toned, attractive on large flan, very fine and
very rare.
$3,000

4200*
Macedon, Kingdom of Philip II, (359-336 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (14.31 g), Amphipolis mint, issued c. 348/7-336
B.C., obv. head of Zeus laureate to right, dotted border, rev.
naked youth or small man (Philip II), on horseback to right,
rose below, above ΦΙΛΙΠ ΠΟΥ, (cf.S.6683, Le Rider 220,
[Pl.32, dies D102/R186], SNG ANS 496). Attractive, lightly
toned, nearly extremely fine and a rare symbol.
$700

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 3264 and before from Sale 76 (lot 3209)
and previously from Classical Numismatic Group auction sale XX, March
25, 1992 (lot 37 est. US$2500 and illustrated) and Noble Numismatics
Sale 59 (lot 1820).
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4201*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Philip II, (359-336 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (14.41 g), Amphipolis mint, issued posthumously
342/1-329/8 B.C., obv. head of Zeus laureate to right, rev.
naked youth or small man (Philip II), on horseback to
right, prow below in field, around and above ΦΙΛΙΠ ΠΟΥ,
(cf.S.6680, Le Rider Pl.38, 376a [same dies and This Coin
illustrated]). Superb portrait of Zeus, in high relief, attractive
dark tone, good very fine and rare.
$750

4204*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.14 g), Odessos mint, issued c.80-72 B.C.,
obv. Herakles head in lion skin to right, rev. Zeus seated left
on throne, eagle in outstretched hand, MAKW [MA ligated]
on left, star below throne, in exergue of ΟΔΗ, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ
to right, ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ to left, (cf.S.6713, cf.Price 1192-3,
cf.BMC 1192-3, cf.M.429). Toned, extremely fine and very
rare, unpublished.
$750

Ex David Worland Collection, sold Noble Numismatics Sale 51 (lot 2090)
and previously from The American Numismatic Society and formerly from
the Edward Newell Collection.

Ex London Coin Galleries, with ticket.

4202*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (17.10 g), Amphipolis mint, issued c.332 - 326
B.C., struck by Antipater, obv. head of Herakles to right
wearing lion skin with dotted border, rev. Zeus seated on
throne to left, eagle in outstretched hand, club to right over
monogram of ΩW in left field, to right ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, (cf.
S.6713, Price 70, BMC 70a-e [4 from Demanhur hoard of
1913], Troxell Studies D8, M.-). Good very fine or better
and very scarce.
$800

4205*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.),
silver tetradrachm, (16.82 g), Ionia, Miletos or Mylasa
mint, issued mid 3rd century B.C., obv. head of Herakles
to right wearing lion skin with dotted border, rev. Zeus
Aetophoros seated left, in left field, labrys (double headed
axe) in right field, ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, dotted border (S.6713,
Price 2074 [p.238 variety with differing second monogram
on right], Thompson 'Alexandrine' ["The Alexandrine mint
of Mylasa" in QT X (1981)], Group 3, 20, M.1128). Well
centred, grey patination, shallow cut on obverse, good very
fine, rare.
$750

4203*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.),
silver tetradrachm, (17.03 g), Macedon "Amphipolis"
mint, issued c.323-320 B.C., obv. head of Herakles to right
wearing lion skin with dotted border, rev. Zeus Aetophoros
seated on throne to left, eagle in outstretched hand, antler
to left, around ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, dotted border,
(cf.S.6713, Price 111, BMC 111a-f, Troxell 'Studies' Group
H1, M.-, Demanhur Hoard Nos. 1210-1250). Toned, good
very fine, very scarce.
$900

4206*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (17.21 g), Ake mint, dated civic year 10, issued
c.306-305 B.C., obv. head of Herakles to right wearing lion
skin with dotted border, rev. Zeus seated on throne to left,
eagle in outstretched hand, Phoenician ayin and kaph above
date in left field, to right ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, (cf.S.6713, Price
3301, Newell Ake 50). Golden toning, a few surface marks
otherwise extremely fine and rare.
$500

Ex Stacks, New York, December 9, 1992 (lot 3092).
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4207*
Macedon, kingdom of Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), silver
didrachm, (8.13 g), Babylon mint, issued 325-323 B.C.,
(Price), obv. Head of Alexander as young Herakles clad
in lion skin to right. rev. Zeus Aetophoros seated left on
throne with both legs parallel, holding eagle and sceptre.
to right, [ΑΛ]ΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, in field to left, M, below throne
monogram of ΦΛI (S.6727, Price 3603 (p.460, Pl.CXXI),
BMC 3603, Muller 674, SNG Ash. 3038, Weber 2126
Hirsch Sale 15/5/1905, Rhousoupoulos lot 1123., Howorth
"Babylon" Pl.1,19, Waggoner "Babylon" No.100). Good
very fine and very rare.
$1,200

4210*
Macedon, under Romans, Amphipolis (158-149 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.75 g), obv. Macedonian shield, at centre of
which is a bust of Artemis Tauropolos to right with bow and
quiver at her shoulder, rev. ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ/ ΠΡΩΤΗΣ in two
lines, club between, ΣΗΑΡ monogram above, to left TK and
to right TME monograms, all within oak wreath, to hard left
a thunderbolt, (S.1386, AMNG 177 [p.58 14 only noted],
Hunter 3 [p.179], SNG Cop. 1314, BMC 7, McClean 749).
Toned, good fine a scarce variety.
$300
Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection.

Ex David Worland Collection. Purchased New York for $1200US, Sold in
Spink Australia Sale 27 2/3/87 (lot 1100) for $1200. Rhousoupoulos Sale
15/5/1905 same dies similar condition realised 125 DM described "as a great
rarity". Another of similar type and dies in Spink 20 Zurich 6/10/1986 (lot
194 at 1500 Sfr + 10%) = $1650). This type is also present in the Hersh
collection.

part

4211*
Macedon, Mark Antony, Thessalonica mint, an issue of
Mark Antony and Octavian, AE 22, (7.38 g), [dated year 5
of the Antonian Era?], = (37 B.C.), obv. head of Agonothesia
right, no E behind, to left ΑΓΩΝΟΘΕΣΙΑ, dotted border, rev.
ANT/ KAI in two lines within wreath, dotted border, (S.-,
Sear Imperators 673, RPC I 1552, SNG ANS 819-22, SNG
Cop. 375); another AE 22, (10.22 g), [dated year 5 of the
Antonian Era?], = (37 B.C.), obv. head of Agonothesia right,
no E behind, to left and right around ΑΓΩΝΟΘ ΕΣΙΑ, rev.
ANT/ KAI in two lines within wreath, (S.-, Sear Imperators
673 variant, RPC I 1552 variant, cf.SNG ANS 819-22,
cf.SNG Cop.375). Toned, nearly very fine - very fine. (2)
$200

4208*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), silver
drachm, (4.24 g), Magnesia ad Maeandrum mint, issued
305-297 B.C., obv. head of Herakles to right wearing lion
skin with dotted border, rev. Zeus Aetophoros seated on
throne to left, eagle in outstretched hand, Π/E in left field,
[Α]ΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟ[Υ] to right, A/T monogram under throne, (cf.
S.6730, Price 2000, BMC -, M.[787], Prokesch-Osten(1) 325,
SNG Cop.1004). Bright, well centred as struck extremely
fine, rare.
$400

Ex Adrian Carr Collection. First coin ex CNG eSale 82 (lot 33), February 4,
2004, with ticket. Second coin purchased from Hermes Coins in 2004.

4212*
Thessaly, Thessalian League, silver stater (double victoriatus
or one and a half denarii), 196-146 B.C., (BCD suggests
mid-late 1st century B.C.), (5.75 g), Aristokles, magistrates,
struck at Larissa mint, obv. head of Zeus r. crowned with
a laureate wreath in oak across, uncertain monogram
behind, uncertain letters below, rev. ΘΕΣΣΑ to left, ΛΩN to
right, the Thessalian Pallas, Athena Itonia advancing right,
brandishing spear & holding shield, above A ΡΙΣ, to left and
right of Athena legs TΟ ΚΛ/Σ Η, plain in exergue, (cf.S.2233,
BCD Triton XV 874.3 [This Coin], cf.SNG Cop. 281 [Pl.6],
McClean 4852 [p.235, cf.Pl.178, 11], BMC -). Bright, nearly
extremely fine and rare.
$500

4209*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), silver
drachm, (4.20 g), Sardis mint, issued 323-319 B.C., obv. head
of Herakles to right wearing lion skin, rev. solid figure of Zeus
Aetophoros seated on throne to left, eagle in outstretched
hand, EYE monogram / bee in left field, ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ to
right, A/T monogram under throne, (cf.S.6730, Price 2595,
BMC -, M.518, Thompson Sardes XIII, 176-7). Lightly
toned, extremely fine, rare.
$400
A very strong bust of Zeus Aetophoros seated most unusual not present on
most other mints.

Ex Noble Numismatics Private Sale December 12, 2012 and from BCD
Collection, sold in Triton XV as (lot 874.3) [illustrated].
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4217*
Boiotia, Mykalessos, (c.400-375 B.C.), silver obol, 10mm,
(0.40 g), obv. Boeotian shield, rev. vertical thunderbolt, Y
to left, M to right, all within concave circle. (BCD Boiotia
177 [similar dies]). Very fine, toned, light porosity and light
weight.
$100

4213*
Lokris, Lokris Opuntia, (338-316 B.C.), silver triobol, (2.26
g), obv. Persephone wreathed head to right wearing single
pendant earring and necklace, rev. Ajax son of Oileus,
advancing right, with sword and shield decorated with a
serpent and sea horses, kantharos between legs, around
OΠΟΝΤΙΩΝ, (S.2330, BCD 99 [NAC Auction 55], de Luynes
1958, cf. SNG Lockett 1700). Fine and rare.
$80

Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection and previously from the BCD Collection
with his ticket.
The retrograde ethnic on the reverse of these obols make them slightly scarcer
than the coins struck with the letters reading from left to right. Greeks were
quite used to reading backwards and this is one of the reasons that so many
coin inscriptions are retrograde.

Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection.

4218
Boiotia, Orchomenos, (late 5th century - 364 B.C.), silver
hemiobol, (0.34 g), obv. half wheat grain, sprouting
end upward, symbol on left field, rev. P - E (retrograde)
across lower field, (S.2436, BCD 209b [Triton IX], variety
apparently otherwise unpublished); Sikyonia, Sikyon, (c.431400 B.C.), silver hemiobol (0.35 g), obv. Lion at bay to left
on ground line, Σ below, rev. dove flying left within wreath,
(S.2770, BCD Peloponnesos 207 var. and CNG Sale 81 [lot
2060], BMC 38-40). Second porous, both fine, first a very
rare variety. (2)
$120

part

4214*
Central Greece, Phokis, (460-430 B.C.), silver triobol, (2.84),
obv. bull's head facing, rev. archaic head of Artemis to right
in incuse square, traces of ΦΟKI around, (S.2348, Williams
190, obv. 138, rev. 112]; together a silver obol, (0.74 g), obv.
bull's head facing, ΦO across, rev. forepart of bull right,
(S.2349. cf.Williams 156-161). Fine - very fine all scarce, first
coin illustrated, second coin with rough surfaces. (2)
$200

Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection, with his tickets.

Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection, the first coin from CNG eSale 363 No.103
with ticket.

part

4219*
Boiotia, Tanagra, silver obols, early - mid 4th century B.C.,
(0.67, 0.77 g), obv. Boeotian shield, rev. forepart of horse
to right, around T above horse's neck, A below horse, all
within incuse circle with curved edge. (cf.S.2451, cf.BCD
276-280 [Triton IX, p.59], Head "Boeotia" p.52, cf.BMC
35 [p.63], SNG Cop. 230, SNG Manchester 918, SNG
Stockholm 1393). Off centred on first coin, otherwise fine
- very fine and scarce. (2)
$200

4215*
Central Greece, Phokis, (460-430 B.C.), silver triobol, (2.90,
2.74, 2.68, 2.60), obv. bull's head facing, rev. archaic head
of Artemis to right in incuse square, traces of ΦOKI around,
(S.2348, various types cf.Williams 162-219, [different reverse
dies]. Fine - very fine all scarce, first coin illustrated. (4)
$300
Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection.

Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection and previously both from the BCD Collection
with his tickets.

4216*
Boiotia, Boiotian League, Federal coinage, silver drachm,
(225-171 B.C.), (5.28 g), obv. bearded laureate head of
Poseidon to right, dotted border, rev. BOIΩΤΩN to right,
inwards and downwards, Nike draped standing to left resting
on trident, wreath in left hand, monogram of ΔΥΠΤ to left,
(cf.S.2404, BCD 117, [Triton IX], BMC 103-4, SNG Cop.
390). Good very fine with dark grey tone, very scarce.
$140

4220*
Boiotia, Thespiae, (early - mid 4th century B.C.), silver obol,
(0.64 g), obv. Boeotian shield, rev. crescent, ΘΕΣ above,
(S.2458, BCD 601 Triton IX, similar dies], BMC 7). Some
porosity on the reverse, otherwise fine - very fine and very
scarce.
$100

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 88 (lot 3417) and Terry Naughton
Collection.

Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection and previously from the BCD Collection
with his ticket.
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4221
Boiotia, Thespiae, (146-27 B.C.), AE 12, (2.41 g), obv.
laureate female head to right, veiled and wearing modius,
rev. chelys with ΘΕΣ [ΠΙ]ΕΩΝ downwards both sides of
chelys, (S.2461, BCD 615 [Triton IX, p.112], BMC 26);
another Federal Coinage, (c.225-171 B.C.), AE 15 (2.91
g), obv. Boiotian shield, rev, Nike standing left, resting on
trident and holding patera, trace of BΟΙΩΤΩΝ downward
on right, (S.-, Head, Boeotia p.90, pl.VI, 8 corr. = BMC p.43,
105, pl.VI, 11 corr. [patera not wreath], Imhoof-Blumer,
Boeotiens, 33, SNG Cop.394 [club not across shield]). Both
fine, second rare. (2)
$100

4224*
Attica, Athens, silver tetradrachm, (c.165-42 B.C.), 34mm,
(16.07 g), New Style coinage, with the monograms of the
names which are uncertain, issue struck 186-185 B.C.,
(revised to 154-153 B.C.), obv. head of Athena Parthenos to
right, wearing a triple-crested Attic helmet decorated with
a Pegasos in flight rightward above the raised earpiece, rev.
owl standing to right, head facing, on amphora, A-ΘE to
left monogram YΠΑΡ (magistrates name as a monogram)
and caps of the dioscuri below ΥΓΦ in right field all within
wreath. (cf.S.2555, Thompson 61 [same obverse die]). Struck
on a broad flan, with obverse die cracks and pitting on the
reverse, otherwise good fine/very fine and a rare type.
$300

Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection and previously from the BCD
Collection with his ticket, the second coin from Dr. B. Peus Auction Sale
308 (lot 134), with tickets.

4222*
Euboia, Histiaia, (c.350-340 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.34 g),
obv. head of nymph Histiaia right wreathed in ivy, rev. cow
standing to right, vine with two bunches of grapes, [IΣTI] in
exergue, bunch of grapes or torch to right, (S.2494, BMC 3,
Lanz BCD Catalogue No.111, Traite II, 192 and Pl.CXCVIII,
16]). Toned, good fine and rare.
$120

4225*
Attica, Athens, silver tetradrachm, (c.165-42 B.C.),
30mm, (16.92 g), New Style coinage, with the names
of Polycharm(os), Nikog(enes) and Karaichos as the
magistrates, issue struck 133-132 B.C., obv. head of Athena
Parthenos to right, wearing necklace, pendent earring, and
triple-crested Attic helmet decorated with the protomes of
four horses above the visor, a Pegasos in flight rightward
above the raised earpiece, and a curvilinear ornament on the
shell, rev. owl standing to right, head facing, on amphora;
A-ΘE above ΠΟΛ−ΧΑΡΜ/ΝΙΚΟΓ/ΚΑΡΑ/ΙΚΟΥ (magistrates'
names) in four lines across field, winged kerykeion to left,
K on amphora, ΔI below, all within wreath. (cf.S.2555,
cf.Thompson 379/380a [same obv. die/rev. type]). Extremely
fine, lightly toned and a very rare type.
$2,000

Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 3300).

4223*
Attica, Athens, (355-294 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (16.92
g), obv. head of Athena to right wearing ivy crested helmet,
eye in profile, Pi on helmet, rev. owl to right, head facing, in
erect posture, olive twig and crescent behind, to right, AΘE,
all in tight flan, (S.2547, Kraay [Coins of Ancient Athens]
Pl. IV, 6, SNG Cop. 54, Dewing 1634, Kroll Agora 15, AJN
2, Pi 1, Bingen pi V type). Short of flan as usual, otherwise
good very fine.
$400

4226*
Attica, Athens, pseudo-autonomous issue, (c.A.D. 264267) AE 20 (5.21 g), obv. helmeted head of Athena right,
rev. table seen in perspective, on top from left to right, a
helmeted head of Athena right, an owl standing facing, and
a wreath, amphora below, palm branch in exergue, traces
of ΑΘΗΝΙΩΝ around, (S.4852, Kroll, Agora 396; Svoronos
pl.91, 33, BMC 720). Very fine, brown patination lightly
porous and very rare.
$300
Ex Colosseum Coin Exchange c.1980 with ticket. A similar example in CNG
eSale 239 (lot 289) realised $1100 US.

lot 4224
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4230*
Corinthia, Corinth, Tiberius, (14-37 A.D.), AE as, 19mm
(6.43 g), L. Rutilius Plancus and A. Vatronius Labeo, duoviri,
struck A.D. 12/13 - 15/16, obv. Laureate head of Tiberius
right, rev. Nike standing left on globe holding wreath and
palm frond, legend around. (cf.S.262, BCD 365, RPC 1148,
Amandry Type XIV). Good fine, scarce.
$100
Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection and previously from Naville Numismatics,
London Auction 16 (lot 274) with tickets.

4227*
Attica, Aegina, (445-431 B.C.), silver stater, (12.36 g), obv.
land tortoise with segmented shell, rev. incuse square of
large "skew" design, (S.2600, BMC 149, SNG Delepierre
1774ff, SNG Cop. 516-7). Lightly toned, full flan, extremely
fine, weak head with but excellent upper flippers, very rare
in this condition.
$3,000

4231*
Corinthia, Corinth, Tiberius, (14-37 A.D.), AE as, 20mm
(6.17 g), L. Arrius Peregrinus and Furius Labeo, duovirs,
struck 32-34 A.D., obv. Laureate head of Tiberius left,
rev. hexastyle temple inscribed GENT IVL, legend around,
(S.262, BCD 382, SNG Cop.216, Amandry Type XVI).
Good fine, scarce.
$100

Ex Noble Numismatics retail sale September 2005.

Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection.

4228*
Corinthia, Corinth, uncertain colony, (c.350-300 B.C.), silver
drachm (1.44 g), obv. Pegasos flying right, grain ear below
(?), rev. laureate head of Aphrodite to right, monogram
below chin, (S.-. BMC Corinth p.144, 17-8, CNG mail bid
sale 103 [lot 176] same monogram). Very fine and lightly
toned, of fine style and rare.
$150

4232*
Corinthia, Corinth, Gaius Caligula, (37-41 A.D.), AE as
20mm (6.68 g), issued by P. Vipsanius Agrippa as duovir,
obv. traces of C CAESAR AVGVS, bare head right, rev.
traces around of P VIPSANIO AGRIPPA II VIR, COR below,
Pegasus flying left. (cf.S.384, RPC I 1172, Amandry type
XVII, BMC 533, BCD Corinth 408). Fine, weak in places
on the obverse.
$100

Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection.

4229
Corinthia, Corinth, Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), AE as
AE21, (9.02 g), issue of P.Aebutius Sp.f. and C.Julius Herac,
duovirs. Struck A.D. 1-2. obv. bare head right of Augustus,
rev. legend in four lines within wreath, (S.38, BCD Corinth
343, RPC 1138, Amandry XII); another Domitian, (A.D.
81-96), AE as 21mm, (7.48 g), obv. laureate and draped
bust to right of Domitian around IMP CAES DOMIT AVG
GERM, rev. Pegasus flying to right, around COL IVL AVG
[COR], (cf.S.808, BCD Corinth 553, RPC 180, SNG Schweiz
II, 454). Fine, both scarce. (2)
$100

Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection.

4233*
Peloponnesos, Sikyonia, Sikyon, (330/320-280's B.C.), silver
hemidrachm, (2.80 g), obv. chimaera to left, ΣI below, on
ground line with right foreleg raised high, rev. dove flying
to left, three dots over tail, (cf.S.2774, BCD 295 [LHS 96],
BMC -). Toned, extremely fine, rare.
$300

Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection.

Ex Noble Numismatics, Sale 113, lot 4338. Previously Noble Numismatics
Retail Sale, March 18, 2010, acquired from Wayne Woolmer, April 20,
1998.
See note below.
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4234*
Peloponnesos, Sikyonia, Sikyon, (330/320-280's B.C.), silver
hemidrachm, (2.68 g), obv. chimaera to left, ΣI below, on
ground line with right foreleg raised high, rev. dove flying
to left, (cf.S.2774, BCD 288.1 [LHS 96], BMC 124). Toned,
nearly very fine.
$120

4237*
Crete, Cnossus, Caligula and Germanicus, (37-41 A.D.),
AE 22, (5.47 g), Pulcher III Varius, duovir, obv. laureate
head of Caligula to right, around traces of C CAESAR AV
GERMANICVS, rev. laureate head of Germanicus right,
around GER [CAESAR PVLCH]RO III VARIO II VIR, (S.-,
RPC 995, Lindgren III, Plate 8, 131, (This Coin), cf.Svronos
Crete 209). Deep brown toning, fine and very rare.
$100

The Chimaera's presence on the coinage may have ties to the Achaean cult
of Bellerophon, slayer of the monster and to the Corinthian coin types
derived from this myth. Corinth was the ancient enemy of Sikyon. The dove
on the reverse was probably the animal of Aphrodite, whose worship was
important at Sikyon.

Ex RJM Collection and the Lindgren Collection, (Lindgren III, plate 8,
number 131) (illustrated). Previously Palladium Numismatics, 5 December
1995 (lot 131) with tickets.

4238*
Bithynia, Kios, (c.350-300 B.C.), silver hemidrachm, (2.59
g), obv. Apollo laureate head to right, rev. prow of galley to
left ornamented with a star, magistrate name ΜΙΛΗ [Τ]ΟΣ
above and below, (cf,S.3757, SNG Cop. 370). Very fine,
and very scarce.
$70

pat

4235*
Peloponnessos, Megaris, Megara, (c.350-275 B.C.), AE
dichalkon 13mm, (1.67 g) obv. Prow to left, ΜΕΓ above rev.
two dolphins swimming upwards tripod between, (S.2591,
Agora finds 644 a-d, BMC 30-34); another attributed to
Kaphyai, Plautilla, wife of Caracalla, AE 21 (5.10 g), obv.
Platilla draped bust to right, around ΦΟΥΛΒΙΑ ΠΛΑΥΤΙΛΛΑ
CEB, rev. Tyche standing to left with cornucopiae and patera,
around [ΚΑΦΥ] ΙΑ ΤΩ[N], (S.-, unpublished reverse for
mint) (illustrated); Aiolis, Aigai, (2nd-1st century B.C.), AE
18 (4.49 g), obv. head of Athena to right, rev. naked Zeus
standing facing holding eagle and sceptre, (S.4167, SNG
Cop.9, BMC 12). Second with green patination, otherwise
fine - very fine. (3)
$150

Ex Noble Numismatics private sale, June 13, 2003 and Terry Naughton
Collection.

Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection.

4239*
Mysia, Pergamon, (c.104-98 B.C.), silver cistophoric
tetradrachm, (12.58 g), obv. cista mystica containing serpent,
all within ivy wreath, rev. bow in case between two coiled
serpents, to left monogram of ΠΕΡ, above ΔI, to right serpent
entwined thyrsus, (cf.S.3948, Kleiner [ANSMN 23], Type
12, SNG Cop. -, Pinder 95, SNG von Aulock -). Fine/very
fine and scarce.
$200

4236*
Peloponnesos, Arkadia, The Arkadian League, Megalopolis
mint, silver triobol, (c.320-275 B.C.), (2.66 g), obv. Zeus
laureate head to left, rev. naked Pan seated to left, on
rock, hand raised, holding a lagobolon in left hand, ARK
monogram in field to left X to right, (S.2687, BCD [LHS
96] 1526, BMC 54, Dengate Period I [ANSMN 13]). Toned,
nearly very fine/good fine and very scarce.
$180

Ex Noble Numismatics stock with ticket.

4240
Lesbos, Mytilene, (2nd-1st century B.C.), AE 16, (3.99 g),
obv. laureate head of Artemis to right, dotted border, rev.
lyre, M-Y above, T-I at sides, (cf.S.4271, SNG Cop. 400);
Syria, Decapolis, Gerasa, Hadrian (A.D. 117-138), AE 18
(5.79 g), obv. laureate head of Hadrian right, IS below bust,
rev. draped bust of Artemis to right, (S.1253, Spijkerman 6,
cf.Rosenberger 9 var. (letters indistinct), Lindgren 1317).
Both with brown patination, fine - very fine, second coin
scarce. (2)
$80
Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection.
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4245*
Galatia, Kingdom of Amyntas, (37-25 B.C.), AE 19 (3.47 g)
obv. draped bust of Cleopatra as Artemis to right, bow and
quiver to left, dotted border, rev. stag standing right, ΒΑΣΙΛΕ
ΩΣ, below AMYNTOY, dotted border, (S.-, Sear Imperators
815, SNG France 2369, RPC I 3503, BMC 14-15, CNG esale
75, 23 May 2007, [lot 449], same dies); Syria, Coele-Syria,
Chalkis ad Libanon, Lysanias as Tetrarch, (40-36 B.C.), AE
20 (6.77 g), obv. diademed head of Lysanias to right, rev.
Athena Nikephoros standing left, monogram to right, around
only traces of ΛΥΣΑΝΙΟΥ ΤΕΤΡΑΡΧΟΥ ΚΑΙ ΑΡΧΙΕΡΕΩΣ,
(S.5898, SNG Cop.415-416, RPC I 4770, BMC 6 [p.280]).
Toned, fine - very fine and rare. (2)
$200

4241*
Ionia, Ephesos, (380-370 B.C. Kinns chronology), silver
tetradrachm, (14.45 g), obv. bee with straight wings dividing
E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right, looking back,
palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name ΟΙΩΝΟΣ
(Oionos), (cf.S.4371, Kinns [Coin Hoard IX] Class C
[obverse die 21], Weber 5841, Babelon Traite 1883). Well
centred with light surface porosity, otherwise good fine and
a very scarce Magistrate.
$350
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 75 (lot 1817) and Terry Naughton
Collection.

4242
Ionia, Ephesus, Claudius with Agrippina Junior, (41-54
A.D.), Causinius magistrate, AE 20, (3.81 g), obv. conjoined
laureate head of Claudius, and draped bust of Agrippina to
right, rev. stag standing right, traces of ΕΦΕ ΚΟΥΣΙ ΝΙΟΣ
ΤΟ Δ to left and right, (S.-, RPC 2624, Lindgren III, Plate
19, 349, [This Coin], SNG Cop 373-374, BMC 205-206,
Weber 5872). Full green toning, uneven flan, otherwise fine
and rare.
$100

Ex Adrian Carr Collection.
First coin purchased from Walter Holt in 2008.

Ex RJM Collection and Antioch and Associates 11 March 1996 (lot 349).
Previously Lindgren Collection, 349 (illustrated).
part

4246*
Cilician Kingdom, Tarkondimotos I, (39-31 B.C.), issued
at Hieropolis-Kastabala mint, AE 21, (7.15 g), obv.
Tarkondimotos head right, wearing diadem, circle of dots,
rev. Zeus enthroned left holding Nike & sceptre, [ΒΑ]ΣΙΛΕΩΣ
behind, [T]APKONΔIMO/TOY before, ΦΙΛΑΝΤΩΝΙΟ[Υ] in
exergue, (S.5682, RPC 3871, McClean 9135 (Pl.330, 11
p.304), BMC 1, (p.237), SNG Levante 1258, Lindgren 1656)
(illustrated); another AE 22, (5.57 g), obv. Tarkondimotos
head right, wearing diadem, circle of dots, countermarked
with anchor in left field, rev. Zeus enthroned left holding
Nike & sceptre, [ΒΑ]ΣΙΛΕ[ΩΣ] behind, [T]APKONΔIM/
OTOY before, traces of ΦΙΛΑΝΤΩΝΙΟΥ in exergue, (S.5682,
RPC 3871, McClean 9135 (Pl.330, 11 p.304), BMC 1,
(p.237), SNG Levante 1258, Lindgren 1656); another AE 21,
(6.97 g), obv. Tarkondimotos head right, wearing diadem,
circle of dots, countermarked anchor on neck, rev. Zeus
enthroned left holding Nike & sceptre, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩ[Σ] behind,
[TA]PKONΔIMO/TOY before, traces of ΦΙΛΑΝΤΩΝΙΟΥ
in exergue, (S.5682, RPC 3871, McClean 9135 (Pl.330, 11
p.304), BMC 1, (p.237), SNG Levante 1258, Lindgren 1656).
Toned, very fine - good very fine and rare. (3)
$300

4243*
Carian Islands, Rhodes, (175-170 B.C.), Pseudo-Rhodian
issue in Thessaly, silver drachm, (2.69 g), obv. head of Helios
three-quarter face to right with hair loose, rev. rose, with bud
on left, above ΣΤΡΑΤΩN grapes to right, (cf.S.5092, SNG
Finland 793-5, Ashton Num. Chron. 1988 p.23, No.45 [Plate
V similar dies]). Extremely fine and very scarce.
$400
Ex I.S. Wright, Sydney, October 24, 2003.
It is believed the issue was a military issue to pay for Cretan mercenaries,
used in Thessaly and other parts of Central Greece.

4244*
Pamphylia, Side, (c.200 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (15.91
g), obv. head of Athena to right wearing Corinthian helmet,
rev. Nike advancing to the left, with wreath, ΚΛΕ ΥΧ across
the field, to left in field a pomegranate, (S.5436, BMC 43
[p.148]). Rough surface, otherwise very fine, very scarce.
$400

Ex Adrian Carr Collection. First coin purchased from Mediterranean Coins
in 2002. Second coin purchased from Najaf Coins in 2002. Third coin ex
Noble Numismatics Sale 80 (lot 3220) in 2005.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 114 (lot 4144), previously from the Terry
Naughton Collection, previously from Noble Numismatics Sale 73 (lot 3332),
coming from the Patrick Cooper Collection with his ticket, he acquired it
from Spink June 1953 Numismatic Circular (No.18544).
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4250*
Syria, Seleucis and Pieria, Antioch, Otho, (A.D. 69), AE
as, 26mm, (13.00 g), obv. laureate head right, below a
countermark of Athena in a rectangular block, rev. S C
within laurel wreath, (S.687, RPC 4318, McAlee 321b, for
c/m Howgego 245 (noted for Otho, 5 examples reported).
Very good, countermark very fine, rare.
$150

4247*
Syria, Kingdom of, Antiochos I, (280-261 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.72 g), Series III Group B, Seleucia on
Tigris mint, issued 265-264 B.C., obv. diademed head of
Antiochos I to right, dotted border, rev. Apollo seated left
on omphalos, holding arrow and bow, on right, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ
and to left ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ, to left and right monograms, (cf.
S.6866, SC 379a, HGC 128g, Newell ESM 162, Paris 114).
Very fine and scarce.
$500

Ex RJM Collection, previously acquired from Palladium (David Michaels)
July 11, 1995 (lot 1152) with tickets.
The Athena countermark appears on several issues of the bronzes from
Antioch mint and Howgego suggests because of the connection of Domitian
with Minerva that this is an imperial countermark. He believes it was
applied at Antioch between A.D. 83 and A.D.96. It has no denominational
significance as it occurs on both denominations of SC coinage. This coin is
lacking legend because of wear but is obviously Otho's portrait.

Ex Noble Numismatics private sale, April 30, 2003.
Newell noted a total of 9 tetradrachms of this type with these symbols in
public and private collections.

4251
Palestine, Judaea, John Hyrcanus I - Alexander Jannaeus
and later, (134-4 B.C.), copper prutahs, mostly as crude
issues, (cf.S. 6087-6099 etc., see Hendin p.472-476 with
illustrations). Mostly fine, several with soil attached. (8)
$100
Ex Tom Cederlind stock.
Of Biblical interest as issue often described as the Widow's Mite, see Mark
12:41-44.

4248*
Syria, Kingdom of, Demetrios I, (162-155 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.42 g), Antioch mint, issued period 162-156
B.C., obv. diademed head of Demetrios to right within laurel
wreath border, rev. Tyche seated to left with leg of throne
a winged monster, holds sceptre and cornucopiae, to right
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, to left ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ, EI in exergue, (S.7014, SC
1638.2e, SMA Newell 94, BMC -). Very fine, rare variety.
$350

4252*
Palestine, Roman Procurator of Judaea, Pontius Pilate,
under Tiberius, (A.D. 26-36), copper prutah, (2.36 g), obv.
lituus surrounded by Greek inscription, traces of TIBEPIOY
KAICAPOC, rev. date within wreath, LIZ = year 17 =
A.D.30, (S.5623, H.1342 [649, 114], Meshorer 230). With
patina, off centred reverse, nearly very fine with a very clear
date reading.
$150

4249
Syria, Seleucis and Pieria, Antiochia ad Orontem, (Antioch),
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), dupondius, AE 27, (19.18
g), issued 5-4 B.C., obv. laureate head of Augustus to right,
around ΚΑΙΣ[ΑΡΟΣ ΣΕΒΑΣΤΟΥ], rev. large SC, in laurel
wreath of eight leaves, (cf.S.108 [Greek Imperial Coins],
RPC 4246 (5 only noted), Wruck 13, Howgego NC 1982
Pl.3,1). Fine and rare.
$100

Of great Biblical interest, this date range also being associated with Christ's
crucifixion.

Ex RJM Collection and previously from Antioch and Associates list III,
November 7, 1995 (lot 1150).

4253*
Palestine, Roman Procurator of Judaea, Pontius Pilate, under
Tiberius, (A.D. 26-36), copper prutah, (1.25 g), obv. lituus
surrounded by Greek inscription of TIBEPIOY KAICAPOC,
rev. date within wreath, LIZ = year 17 = A.D.30, (S.5623,
H.1342 [649, 114], Meshorer 230). With patina, and a very
clear date reading, very fine and scarce in this condition, lot
includes descriptive packet.
$150
Ex RJM Collection and purchased from Tom Cederlind c.1995.
(see note above)
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4254
Palestine, Roman Procurator of Judaea, Porcius Festus under
Nero, (A.D. 59-62), copper prutahs (4), (average 2.15 g),
obv. in wreath tied with X at bottom in three lines, NEP/
WNO/C, (Nero), rev. palm branch, around LE KAICAPOC
(Caesar year 5), L E = year 5 = A.D. 58), (S.5627, H.1351,
AJC II Supplement V, No.35, Meshorer 234). All with find
patination weak in places, otherwise fine or better. (4)
$100

4258*
Parthia, Orodes II, (57-38 B.C.), silver drachm, Ecbatana
mint, (3.94 g), obv. short bearded bust to left., wearing
torque, in front a star, behind crescent over star, rev. archer
enthroned to right, (Sell. anchor iv), mint mark below,
(S.7445, Sell.48.9). Toned, good very fine.
$120

Ex Tom Cederlind stock.
Festus sent Paul to Rome to be tried, he was the last procurator to issue
prutahs. Festus died in 62 A.D. and was succeded by Florus and his excesses
led to the first Jewish Revolt (Hendin p.320-1).

4259*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Artabanus III, (c.A.D. 80-90), silver
drachm, (3.54 g), Ecbatana mint, obv. medium size bust
wearing a diadem to left with triangular shaped beard, hair
in vertical lines, rev. archer seated right on throne represented
as a cross, seven line inscription, monogram AT and dot,
(cf.S.5826, Sellwood 74.7, cf.Shore 404). Good very fine
and scarce.
$120

4255*
Judaea, Bar Kochba Revolt, (132-135 CE), AE. 21mm (7.04
g), undated (year 3=134/5 CE), obv. 'For the Freedom of
Jerusalem', palm branch within laurel wreath, rev. 'Shim'on',
lyre, (S.5688, Mildenberg 32, Meshorer 297, Hendin 735).
Dark green patination, good very fine, scarce.
$300

4260
Parthia, Kingdom of, Artabanus III, (c.A.D. 80-90), silver
drachm, (2.76, 2.80 g), Ecbatana mint, obv. medium size
bust wearing a diadem to left with square cut beard, hair in
vertical lines, rev. archer seated right on throne represented
as a cross, seven line inscription, monogram AT and dot,
(S.5826, Sellwood 74.6, Shore 404); another similar; assorted
range of minor AE 9-10mm mostly 1st and 2nd century
A.D. (12) and a Bactrian square AE 15 of Menander Soter
(155-130 B.C.), obv. elephant head, rev. club. Mostly good
- fine. (15)
$100

4256*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Mithradates II, (c.123-88 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.02 g), Seleucia mint, obv. bearded bust to
left in diadem, dotted border, rev. archer seated right on
omphalos, four line inscription, to right, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΡΣ
ΑΚΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ ΜΕΓΑΛΟΥ, (S.7365, Sellwood 24.1,
cf.BMC 1 [p.23], Shore 66 var.). Good very fine, light obverse
porosity and very rare.
$750
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 78 (lot 5063) and Terry Naughton Collection,
previously from Sale 69 (lot 1829).

4261*
Parthia, Vologases III, (c.A.D. 105-147), silver drachm,
Ecbatana mint, (3.72 g), obv. pointed bearded bust to left,
wearing diadem, hair in three waves, rev. archer enthroned
to right, mint mark below, (S.5831, Sell.78.4). Extremely
fine.
$150

4257*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Phraates III, (70-57 B.C.), silver
drachm, (4.00 g), Rhagae mint, obv. medium sized bust to
left with beard, wearing tiara with horn in centre, rev. archer
seated right on throne, six line inscription, monogram before
(S.7403, Sellwood 39.5). Very fine and scarce.
$120

Ex Noble Numismatics, Sale 111, lot 4577.
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4265*
Sasanian, Khusru I, (531-579), silver drachm, (4.11 g), Aylan
(Susa?) mint, obv. "Khosrau" to right, "prosperity" to left
in Pahlavi, crowned and cuirassed bust right, crescent and
ribbon over each shoulder, rev. fire altar with attendants and
ribbon, star and crescent flanking flames, regnal year to left,
mint signature to right, (Gobl II/2, Sellwood 55, Karlsson
D77). Struck on a broad flan, toned, very fine.
$100

4262*
Parthia, Osroes II, (c.A.D. 190), silver drachm, Ecbatana
mint, (3.74 g), obv. long bearded bust to left, wearing tiara,
pellets on crest, rev. archer enthroned to right, mint mark
below, (cf.S.5866, Sell.85.3). Good very fine and scarce.
$120

4263*
Baktria, Kingdom of, Agathokles, (c.171-160 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (15.90 g), obv. diademed bust of Agathokles
to right, dotted border, rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΓΑΘΟΚΛΕΟΥΣ,
Zeus standing facing with sceptre in left hand, holding
torch bearing figure of Hekate, ΦΛΩ monogram in left field,
(S.7552, M.137, Bop. Series 1 D). Well centred, lightly toned,
rough obverse field surface, porous edge and field, otherwise
with a very high relief, good very fine and rare.
$1,200

4266*
Sasanian, Khusru I, (531-579), silver drachm, (4.06 g), Aylan
(Susa?) mint, obv. "Khosrau" to right, "prosperity" to left
in Pahlavi, crowned and cuirassed bust right, crescent and
ribbon over each shoulder, rev. fire altar with attendants and
ribbon, star and crescent flanking flames, regnal year to left,
mint signature to right, (Gobl II/2, Sellwood 55, Karlsson
D77); another, (3.64 g), (Gobl II/1, Sellwood 59, Karlsson
D76). Struck on broad flans, toned, very fine. (2)
$150

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 82 (lot 3965) and Terry Naughton
Collection.

4264*
Baktria, Kingdom of, Apollodotus II, (c.80-65 B.C.), silver
drachm, (2.38 g), obv. diademed head of Apollodotus to
right, dotted border, around [Β]ΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΣΟΤΗΡΟΣ ΚΑΙ
ΦΙΛΟΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ, [ΑΠΟΛΛΟΔ]ΟΤΟΥ, rev. standing Athena
Alkidemos to left with shield and hurling thunderbolt,
monograms in right fields, (S.7672, Bop. BN Apoll. II
Series 1 F, SNG ANS 1531-2). Toned, nearly extremely
fine, scarce.
$120
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 81 (lot 3320) and Terry Naughton
Collection.

4267*
Sasanian, Khusru I, (531-579), silver drachm, (3.85 g), obv.
"Khosrau" to right, "prosperity" to left in Pahlavi, crowned
and cuirassed bust right, crescent and ribbon over each
shoulder, rev. Fire altar with attendants and ribbon, star and
crescent flanking flames, regnal year to left, mint signature
to right, (Gobl II/2, D 30, cf.Sellwood 56, Karlsson D63);
another, (3.97 g), (Gobl II/2, G 12, cf.Sellwood 56, Karlsson
D74). Toned, nearly very fine. (2)
$140

lot 4265
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4272*
Egypt, Kingdom of, Ptolemy II, (285-246 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, issued 285-261 B.C., (13.60 g), Alexandria
mint, obv. diademed head of Ptolemy II to right, with aegis,
rev. eagle to left with closed wings, standing on thunderbolt,
H above club, around ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, (S.7773,
Sv. 637, SNG Cop 478). Toned, surface marks on obverse,
countermarks on reverese, fine, scarce.
$100

4268*
Sasanian, Khusru I, (531-579), silver drachm, (3.95 g), Aylan
(Susa?) mint, obv. "Khosrau" to right, "prosperity" to left
in Pahlavi, crowned and cuirassed bust right, crescent and
ribbon over each shoulder, rev. fire altar with attendants and
ribbon, star and crescent flanking flames, regnal year to left,
mint signature to right, (Gobl II/I, Sellwood 59, Karlsson
D69). Struck on a broad flan, toned, very fine.
$100

Ex RJM Collection with tickets.

4269*
Sasanian, Khusru II (A.D. 590 - 627), silver drachm, (4.00
g), Darabgird mint, dated year 31 (A.D. 621), with word
"praise" in outer margin, (cf.Walker alpha [p.2] Plate I,
alpha, cf.M.21, Sellwood type 62, Gobl 214). Struck on a
broad flan, nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$120

4273*
Egypt, Kingdom of, Ptolemy IV, (221-205 B.C.), AE 39,
Alexandria mint, issued 221-205 B.C., (45.21 g), obv.
diademed head of Zeus Ammon to right, dotted border, rev.
eagle to left with closed wings, head to right, standing on
thunderbolt holding cornucopiae on shoulder, part around
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, between legs E, (S.7815, Sv.974,
SNG Cop.224-6, Pitchfork 44-48). Attractive patina, good
very fine.
$200

4270
Sasanian, Khusru II (A.D. 590-627), silver drachms (5);
Hephthalite, silver hemidrachms, as an imitation of Peroz,
(ca.550-650 A.D.), (2). Toned, fine - nearly very fine. (7)
$200

Ex RJM Collection with ticket. Previously Kirk Davis, 1995, lot 121.

4274*
Egypt, Kingdom of, Ptolemy IX Soter and Cleopatra III, (116107 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, Alexandria mint, struck year 8
= 110-109 B.C., (12.95 g), obv. head of Ptolemy to right with
aegis, rev. eagle to left on thunderbolt with closed wings, to
left LH, to right ΠΑ, around ΒΑΣΙΛ[ΕΩΣ] ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ,
(cf.S.7921, Sv.1669, SNG Cop.352, Pitchfork -, BMC 59-60).
Nearly very fine/fine and scarce.
$250

4271*
Egypt, Kingdom of, Ptolemy I, (323-283 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, issued 305-283 B.C., (13.94 g), Alexandria
mint, obv. diademed head of Ptolemy I to right, with aegis,
two punchmarks in field, rev. eagle to left with closed
wings, standing on thunderbolt, in front P over monogram
ΠΑΡ, around ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ Π[ΤΟΛΕΜΑΙ]ΟΥ, graffiti behind
eagle, (S.7762, Sv. 255, SNG Cop. 71). Lightly toned, very
fine/good fine.
$250
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4275*
Egypt, Kingdom of, Cleopatra VII, (51-30 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, Alexandria mint, struck year 10 = 43-42
B.C., (12.80 g), obv. head of Ptolemy to right with aegis,
rev. eagle to left on thunderbolt with closed wings, to left
LI above headress of Isis, to right ΠA, around ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ
ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, (cf.S.7952, Sv.1824, SNG Cop.404,
Pitchfork 140-142, BMC 10-11). Large flan, some double
striking on the reverse, very fine trace of hoard patination,
scarce.
$250

4278*
Egypt, Alexandria, Claudius II Gothicus, (A.D. 268-270),
potin tetradrachm, (10.15 g), dated year 2 = 269-270 A.D.,
obv. AVT K KLAUDIOC CEB, laureate, draped and cuirassed
bust right, rev. Eagle standing left, head right, holding wreath
and palm, L B (date) before, (S.11418, BMCG 2333, Dattari
5417, Milne 4247); Egypt, Alexandria, Maximianus, (A.D.
285-305), potin tetradrachm, (7.79 g), dated year 9 = 293294 A.D., obv. MAXIIMI ANOC CEB, laureate bust right,
rev. Homonoia standing left, raising hand and holding
double cornucopiae, ENATOΥ, Z (date) in right field, Γ
(officina) in exergue, (S.-, Koln 3332, Dattari 5937, Milne
5125). Attractively toned, nearly extremely fine - extremely
fine and scarce. (2)
$140
Ex RJM Collection and CNG with tickets.

4276*
Egypt, Alexandria, Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), billon
tetradrachm (25mm), (12.67 g), dated year 15 = 130-1
A.D., obv. AVT KAI [TPAI AΔPIANOC], laureate, draped
and cuirassed bust right, seen from behind, rev. Hadrian
standing left, holding sceptre and clasping hands with
Alexandria standing right, holding vexillum, L I E (date)
between, (S.3736, Koln 1027, Dattari 1267, Milne 12941296). Toned, very fine and very scarce.
$150
Ex RJM Collection with ticket.

4279*
Egypt, Alexandria, Carinus as Caesar, (A.D. 282-283), billon
tetradrachm, year 1 = A.D. 282-283, (7.31 g), obv. laureate
draped and cuirassed bust of Carinus to right, around A K
M A KA PINOC CK, rev. Tyche standing left, holding rudder
and cornucopiae, L A to left, (S.12357, BMC 2448, Milne
4667, Koln 3172-3); Egypt, Alexandria, Aurelian, (A.D.
270-275), billon tetradrachm, year 6 = A.D. 275-276, (6.84
g), obv. laureate and cuirassed bust of Aurelian to right,
around A K Λ DOM AΥΡΗΛIANOC CEB, rev. L S across,
eagle standing left, head right with wreath within its beak,
(S.-, BMC -, Milne 4456). Toned, very fine, scarce. (2)
$80

4277*
Egypt, Alexandria, Claudius II Gothicus, (A.D. 268-270),
potin tetradrachm, (8.19 g), dated year 2 = 269-270 A.D.,
obv. AVT K KLAUDIOC CEB, laureate, draped and cuirassed
bust right, rev. Nike advancing right holding palm and
wreath, L B (date) before, (S.11404, BMCG 2320, Dattari
5400, Milne 4222); Egypt, Alexandria, Tacitus, (A.D. 275276), billon tetradrachm, year 1 = A.D. 275-276, (7.36 g),
obv. laureate draped and cuirassed bust of Tacitus to right,
around A K KΛ TAKI TOC CEB, rev. eagle standing to left
head to right holding olive branch, ETOVC A around, (cf.
S.4765, BMC 2406, Milne 4504, Koln 3113). Toned, very
fine - good very fine and very scarce. (2)
$120

Ex RJM Collection with tickets.

4280
Ancient Greek, copper, from Boiotia, AE 15, (2.00 g), obv.
Boiotian shield, rev. ornamental trident head, dolphin in
field, (S.2405); another Federal Coinage, (220s B.C.), AE 17,
(4.39 g), obv. Demeter or Kore facing, rev. Poseidon naked
standing to left leaning on trident, (S.2413); Lokris Opuntia,
(350-338 B.C.), AE 14, (1.81 g), obv. head of Athena with
cresed helmet to right, rev. bunch of grapes, (S.2334); Epirus,
Ambracia, AE 15, (4.93 g), (238-168 B.C.), obv. Apollo head
radiate, rev. Zeus naked advancing right with thunderbolt,
A - M above B - P below, (cf.S.1967, BMC 23). Mostly fine,
several scarce. (4)
$100

Ex RJM Collection with tickets. Second coin ex CNG with ticket.

Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection.
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ROMAN SILVER & BRONZE COINS
REPUBLIC
4283*
Republic, Anonymous, (c.241-235 B.C.), AE litra, Rome
mint, (3.02 g), obv. helmeted head of beardless Mars to
right, dotted border, rev. horse's head to right, [ROMA]
below, sickle behind, (S.594, Cr.25/3, Syd.26). Green patina
and light porosity, otherwise nearly very fine - very fine and
scarce.
$100
Ex RJM Collection with tickets.

4281*
Republic, Anonymous, (5th-4th century B.C.), AE Aes Rude,
(97.83 g), uncertain mint (possibly Rome), irregular cast
lump of bronze with no official stamp or indication of value,
(S.505, BMC 1-11, Thurlow & Vecchi, pl.2). As made with
green and earthen patina.
$300

part

4284*
Republic, Anonymous, (c.235-230 B.C.), AE litra, possibly
Rome mint, (3.17 g), obv. laureate head of Apollo right, rev.
horse galloping left, ROMA below, (S.595, Cr.26/3, Syd.29,
BMC 70) (illustrated); Anonymous series, (c.211-206 B.C.),
AE sextans (5.49 g), obv. Mercury head in winged petasus two
pellets above, rev. prow to right, above ROMA, below two
pellets, (S.1204, Cr.56/6, Syd.143d, BMC 263); Anonymous
series, (c.211-207 B.C.), AE semiuncia, uncertain mint,
(0.98 g), obv. Mercury head in winged petasus two pellets
above, rev. prow to right, above ROMA, (S.1360, Cr.56/8,
Syd.143f, BMC 277). All with patina, good - nearly very
fine and scarce. (3)
$150

Ex RJM Collection.
Comments on Aes Rudes of Central Italy.
"Tradition assigned the institution of the Roman coinage to the period of the
kings Servius Tullus and Numa. Pliny quotes Timaeus of Tauromenium in an
inconsistent and confused account of the establishment of Rome's coinage
and called these lumps of irregular weighing bronzes without official stamp
or mark of value as Aes Rude or Aes Infectum.
Fifth century Rome did see the official valuation of bronze at equivalents
of oxen and sheep, when in c. 450 the decemvirs codified the Roman Law
in the famous 'Twelve Tablets' which recognized the bronze currency in use
in central Italy (i.e., 1000 Asses = 1 ox, 100 lbs of bronze = 1 ox, 10 Asses
= 1 sheep, etc).

Ex RJM Collection with tickets. First coin previously Coin Galleries New
York, third coin previously Frank Sternberg, Zurich with tickets.

A system of barter with copper objects had long existed in Central Italy where
copper was plentiful and valued while silver was rare and gold nonexistent.
The Italic population had produced Aes Rude from very early times and they
are often found in hoards of votive deposits to divinities of fountains and
rivers from the first half of the 1st millennium B.C. down to the end of the 4th
century B.C. often along with Aes Signatum as in the Vulci hoard of 1828 and
the Castelfranco hoard in Emilia of 1897. Emilia has produced considerable
finds of Aes Rude which possibly indicates some local production but they
have also been found in Campania, Southern Italy and Sicily.

4285*
Republic, Anonymous, (c.230-225 B.C.), AE litra, Rome
mint, (2.80 g), obv. helmeted head of beardles Mars to right,
club behind, rev. horse galloping to right, ROMA below, club
above, (S.596, Cr.27/2, Syd.23a). Attractive green toning,
nearly very fine and rare.
$140

Aes Rude weights are most irregular ranging from 8 g to over 300 g."
The present specimen is a particularly large piece as most examples weigh
around 25-35 g.

Ex RJM Collection and Frank Sternberg, Zurich with tickets.

4282*
Republic, Struck Coinage, Anonymous Series, (276-270
B.C.), silver didrachm (quadrigatus), (6.81 g), Neapolis mint,
obv. laureate head of Apollo left, [ROMANO] to left, rev.
horse galloping to right, star above, (S.23, Cr.15/1, Syd. 4).
Deep old toning, light surface pitting, otherwise nearly very
fine - very fine and rare.
$500
Ex RJM Collection with an old ticket c.1930's.
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4287*
Republic, Anonymous, (c.240-225 B.C.), Aes Grave Series,
Rome mint, AE semis, (124.46 g), obv. Saturn head to left,
S below, rev. prow of galley to right with S above, (S.574,
Cr.35/2, Syd.73). Deep green and brown patina, smoothing
on obverse and reverse, otherwise nearly very fine and very
scarce.
$800
From an old Sydney collection.

4286*
Republic, Anonymous Series, (c.240-235 B.C.), Aes Grave,
AE as, (265.30 g), 60 mm, obv. laureate head of bearded
Janus on raised disc, bar below, rev. prow to right, above
I, (S.570, Cr.35/1, Syd.71, Thurlow-Vecchi 51, Haeberlin
Pl.13, 2). Large flan, deep green patina, very fine or better
and rare.
$2,000
From an old Sydney collection.

4288*
Republic, Anonymous series, (c.225-217 B.C.), Rome Mint,
AE Aes Grave triens, (79.66 g), obv. Minerva helmeted head
to left, four pellets below, rev. prow of galley to right with
four pellets below, (S.578, Cr.35/3a, Thurlow & Vecchi
53, Syd.74, Haberlin pl.17, 6-20). Green patina with some
earthen encrustation, casting fault on reverse above prow,
otherwise good very fine and very scarce.
$600
lot 4287 obverse

From an old Sydney collection.
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4292*
Republic, Anonymous series, (c.217-215 B.C.), Rome mint,
semilibral, AE semuncia, (5.50 g), obv. head of Mercury to
right wearing winged petasus, rev. prow to right, ROMA
above, (S.620, Cr.38/7, Syd.87). Deep patina, nearly very
fine and scarce.
$100

4289*
Republic, Anonymous, (c.225-217 B.C.), Aes Grave Series,
Rome mint, AE quadrans, (56.90 g), obv. head of Hercules
left wearing lion's skin, three pellets behind, rev. prow of
galley to right with three pellets below, (S.582, Cr.35/4,
Syd.75, Haberlin pl.18, 8, Thurlow & Vecchi 54). Light
green patina with earthen encrustation, very fine and rare.
$500

Ex RJM Collection and Frank Sternberg AG Zurich with tickets.

From an old Sydney collection.

4293*
Republic, Anonymous series, (c.217-215 B.C.), Rome mint,
semilibral, AE semuncia, (4.40 g), obv. head of Mercury to
right wearing winged petasus, rev. prow to right, ROMA
above, (S.620, Cr.38/7, Syd.87). Impressive bottle-green
patina, good very fine and scarce.
$100
Ex RJM Collection with tickets.

4290*
Republic, Anonymous Series, (c.225-217 B.C.), AE Aes grave
uncia, Rome mint, (22.78 g), obv. helmeted head of Roma to
left, pellet behind, rev. prow of galley to right, pellet below,
(S.594, Thurlow Vecchi 56, Cr.35/6, Syd.77, Haberlin pl.18,
27). Grey patination with earthen encrustation, nearly very
fine and rare.
$200
4294*
Republic, Anonymous series, (c.217-215 B.C.), uncertain
mint, semibiberal, AE uncia, (5.42 g), obv. turreted and
draped female bust right, pellet behind, rev. horseman
galloping right holding whip, ROMA below, (S.619, Cr.39/5,
Syd. 97). Green patina with some oxidation, otherewise
good fine and rare.
$100

From an old Sydney collection.

Ex RJM Collection with ticket.

4291*
Republic, Anonymous Series, (c.220 B.C.), AE cast sextans,
(33.4 g), obv. Mercury head to left, wearing winged petasus,
two pellets behind head, rev. prow to left, two pellets below,
(S.587, Cr.36/5, Syd.82, Thurlow Vecchi 62, Haberlin pl.22,
19). Deep green patina, very fine and scarce.
$300

4295*
Republic, Anonymous, (shortly after 211 B.C.), silver
victoriatus, (2.93 g), uncertain mint, obv. laureate head of
Jupiter to right, border of dots, rev. Victory to right, crowning
trophy, in exergue ROMA, line border, (S.49, Cr.44/1, Syd.
83, RSC 9). Very dark hoard toning, nearly very fine and
very scarce.
$150

From an old Sydney collection.

Ex RJM Collection with tickets.
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4296
Republic, Anonymous, (c.211-207 B.C.), AE sextans (two
unciae), possibly Rome mint, (5.41 g), obv. Mercury head
in winged petasus, rev. prow to right, (S.1204, Cr.56/6,
Syd.143d, BMC 263); M Atilius Saranus, (148 B.C.), AE
As (uncial standard), Rome mint, (35.57 g), obv. laureate
head of bearded Janus, I (mark of value) above, rev. Prow
of galley right, I to right, M.ATIL above, ROMA below,
(S.727, Cr.216/2, Syd.399, BMC 692). Both toned, nearly
very fine and scarce. (2)
$100

4301*
C. Antestius, (146 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.69
g), obv. Roma helmeted head right, puppy walking behind,
X under chin, rev. the Dioscuri to right, C ANTESTI (ANE
in monogram) below, ROMA in exergue, (S.95, Cr.219/1e,
Syd.411, B.Antestia 2). Struck on a full flan, nearly very fine
and a scarce type.
$150

Ex RJM Collection with tickets. Second coin ex Wayne Philips, 1996, lot
83.

Ex RJM Collection with tickets and photographs, previously Harlan Berk.

4297*
Republic, Anonymous Issue, (211-206 B.C.), silver denarius,
(3.91 g), Rome mint, obv. Roma head to right X behind, rev.
Dioscuri riding to right, crescent above, ROMA in linear
frame below, (S.39, Cr.57/2, Syd.265). Toned, well struck
on a full flan, good very fine and scare.
$200

4302*
Aurelius Rufus, (144 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.90
g), obv. Roma helmeted head right, X behind, rev. Jupiter in
quadriga to right, hurling thunderbolt, AV RVF monogram
below, ROMA in exergue, (S.97, Cr.221/1, Syd.409, RSC
Aurelia 19). Lightly toned, nearly very fine and rare.
$150

Ex RJM Collection and CNG auction XXXIII, (lot 589).

4298
Republic, Anonymous, (206-195 B.C.), AE As, (23.39 g),
Rome mint, obv. laureate bearded head of Janus, I above, rev.
Prow of galley right, I to right, star above, (S.664, Cr.113/2,
Syd. 264). Uneven flan, nearly very fine and a rare type.
$80

Ex RJM Collection with dealer's ticket.

Ex RJM Collection with ticket.

4299
Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus, (189-180 B.C.), silver denarius,
Rome mint, (3.33 g), obv. Roma helmeted head right, X
behind, rev. Dioscuri to right, [RO]MA in linear frame, CN
DO below horses, (S.64, Cr.147/1, Syd.349, B.Domitia 1);
Republican, Anonymous, (c.157-155 B.C.), silver denarius,
Rome mint, (2.78 g), obv. helmeted head of Roma to right,
X behind, rev. Victory in biga to right, [ROMA] in exergue,
(S.76, Cr.197/1, Syd.376). Lightly toned, good fine - nearly
very fine and scarce. (2)
$150

4303*
Sex. Pompeius Fostlus, (137 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.80 g), obv. Roma helmeted head right, X under chin,
jug behind, rev. wolf to right suckling twins, ROMA below,
S[EX PO FESTVLVS] around, (S.112, Cr.235/1a, Syd.461,
RSC Pompeia 1). Toned, nearly very fine and scarce.
$160
Ex RJM Collection.

Ex RJM Collection, first coin Harlan Berk Ltd, c.1995 with tickets.

4300*
Furius Purpurio, (c.169-158 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.69 g), obv. helmeted head of Roma to right, X
behind, rev. Diana or Luna in biga to right, murex above,
PVR below, ROMA in exergue, (S.75, Cr.187/1, Syd.424).
Toned, very fine and scarce.
$150

4304*
L. Opimius, (131 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.99 g),
obv. Roma helmeted head right, * below chin, wreath behind,
rev. Apollo in biga to right, L.OPEIMI below, ROMA in
exergue, (S.130, Cr.253/1, Syd.473, RSC Opimia 16). Light
golden toning, good very fine or better and scarce.
$200

Ex RJM Collection and Harlan Berk, c.1995 with tickets.

Ex RJM Collection with tickets and Edgar L. Owen, 11 April 1996, lot
74.
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4309*
M. Sergius Silus, (116-115 B.C.), silver denarius, (3.75 g),
obv. Roma helmeted head right, EX SC before, [RO]MA
* behind, rev. horseman galloping left, with sword and
barbarian head, Q/M.SERGI below, SILVS in exergue,
(S.163, Cr.286/1, Syd.534, Sergia 1). Lightly toned, good
very fine and scarce.
$150

4305*
L. Caecilius Metellus Diadematus, (128 B.C.), silver
denarius, Rome mint, (3.89 g), obv. Roma helmeted head
right, * behind, rev. ROMA in exergue, Pax in biga to right,
elephant's head with bell attached below horses, (S.138,
Cr.262/1, Syd.496). Toned, some earthen inclusions, very
fine or better and rare.
$250

Ex RJM Collection with tickets.
Ex RJM Collection and Palladium Numismatics with tickets.

The reverse alludes to the bravery of the moneyer's grandfather who
distinguished himself during the second Punic war. He lost his right arm
and received twenty-three wounds, but continued fighting. A replacement
arm was made of iron.

4306*
C. Cassius, (126 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.88
g), obv. Roma helmeted head right, * and urn behind,
rev. Libertas in quadriga to right, holding pileus and rod,
C.CAS[SI] below, ROMA in exergue, (S.142, Cr.266/1,
Syd.502, Cassia 1). Toned with some hoard patination,
nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$150

4310*
M. Cipius, M.f., (115-114 B.C.), silver denarius, (3.80 g),
obv. Roma helmeted head right, M. CIPI M.F. before, X
behind, rev. Victory in biga to right, rudder below, ROMA
in exergue, (S.166, Cr.289/1, Syd. 546, RSC Cipia 1). Good
fine.
$100

Ex RJM Collection and Palladium Numismatics with tickets.

4307*
Q. Fabius Labeo, (c.124 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.69 g), obv. Roma helmeted head right, X below chin,
LABEO before, ROMA behind, rev. Jupiter in quadriga to
right, prow below, Q.FABI in exergue, (S.148, Cr.273/1,
Syd.532, RSC Fabia 1). Lightly toned, nearly very fine and
scarce.
$120

4311*
M. Herennius, (108-107 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.63 g), obv. Piety head to right, behind PIETAS, control
mark P before, rev. Amphinomus running right bearing
father on shoulders, M.HERENNI on left, (S.185, Cr.308/1a,
Syd.567, RSC Herennia 1a). Very fine and rare.
$150

Ex RJM Collection and Harlan Berk, c.1995 with tickets and
photographs.

The type records the history of the brothers and who saved the lives of their
parents after Mt. Etna had erupted and had carried them on their shoulders
to safety. The moneyer or his family might have had some connection with
Sicily.

Ex RJM Collection with ticket.

4308*
M.Furius L.f. Philus, (c.119 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.69 g), obv. laureate head of Janus, around M.FOVRI.L.F,
rev. Roma standing left erecting trophy, ROMA to right,
PHIL monogram in exergue, (S.156, Cr.281/1, Syd.529,
RSC Furia 18). Banker's marks on obverse, good fine and
scarce.
$120

4312*
Q. Thermus M.f., (c.103 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.73 g), obv. Mars helmeted head to left, rev. two warriors
fighting, fallen warrior below, Q.THERM MF in exergue,
(S.197, Cr.319/1, Syd.592, Minucia 19). Banker's mark on
cheek, otherwise fine, scarce.
$80
Ex RJM Collection with tickets.

Ex RJM Collection with tickets.
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4317*
L. Marcius Censorinus, (c.82 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.83 g), obv. Apollo head laureate to right, dotted
border, rev. Satyr Marsyas, standing left, with wine skin
on shoulder, behind him a column with figure at top,
L.CENSOR before, (S.281, Cr.363/1d, Syd.737, RSC Marcia
24). Weakness on reverse, otherwise very fine and scarce.
$80

4313*
P. Lentulus Marcelli f., (c.100 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.80 g), obv. young Hercules bust to right, wearing
lion's skin, club over shoulder, F to left, shield above, ROMA
below, rev. Roma standing facing being crowned by Genius,
F between figures, [L]ENT MAR.F. in exergue, all within
laurel wreath, (S.208, Cr.329/1a, Syd.604, RSC Cornelia
25). Nearly very fine and scarce.
$150

Ex Jonathan Cohen Collection.

Ex RJM Collection with tickets.

The satyr Marsyas challenged the god Apollo to a contest of music. He lost
and was flayed alive in a cave for his hubris.

4314*
L. Titurius L.F. Sabinus, (89 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.86 g), obv. bare head of King Tatius to right, SABIN
behind, palm frond to right, rev. two Roman soldiers each
carrying a woman in his arms, [L.TI]TVR[I] in exergue,
(S.249, Cr.344/1b, Syd.698a, B.Tituria 2). Toned, very fine
and scarce.
$180

4318*
Q. Antoninus Balbus, (c.83-2 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.84 g), obv. Jupiter laureate head to right, S C behind,
plain before, rev. Victory in quadriga to right, A below, Q
ANTO BALB/PR in exergue, (S.279, Cr.364/1d, Syd.742b,
B.Antonina 1). Serrated edge, toned, extremely fine.
$250

Ex RJM Collection with tickets.

4315*
L. Titurius L.F. Sabinus, (89 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.84 g), obv. bare head of king Tatius to right, SABIN
behind, rev. Tarpeia facing, buried to her waist in shields,
with raised hands, trying to thrust off two soldiers casting
their shields at her, star in crescent above, L.TITVR[I] in
exergue, (S.252, Cr.344/2b, Syd.699, RSC Tituria 4). Toned,
banker's mark on obverse, good fine and scarce.
$140

4319*
C. Naevius Balbus, (c.79 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.78 g), obv. Venus diademed head right, S.C. behind, rev.
Victory in triga to right, XV number above, C.NAE BALB in
exergue, (S.309, Cr.382/1b, Syd. 769b, B.Naevia 6). Serrated
edge good very fine, scarce.
$120

Ex RJM Collection with tickets.

4316*
L. Julius Bursio, (c.85 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.79 g), obv. Genius (or Apollo Vejovis) bust laureate to
right, trident and number behind, rev. Victory in quadriga
to right, LA below L. IVLI. BVRS[IO] in exergue, (S.268,
cf.Cr.352/1c, Syd.728c, B.Julia 5b). Struck slightly off centre
on an oval flan, otherwise good very fine.
$100

4320*
L. Papius, (c.79 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.42 g),
obv. Juno Sospita head to right, wearing goat's skin, symbol
behind (sickle), rev. Gryphon prancing to right, symbol
(basket) below, L PAPI in exergue, (S.311, Cr.384/1 (symbols
90), Syd.773, RSC Papia 1). Toned, serrated, slightly pitted
otherise nearly extremely fine and very scarce.
$200
523

4324*
M. Plaetorius M.F. Cestianus, (69 B.C.), silver denarius,
Rome mint, (3.88 g), obv. helmeted and draped bust
right with attributes of Isis, Minerva, Apollo, Diana and
Victory wearing wreath, bow and quiver over shoulder,
cornucopiae under chin, CESTIANVS behind, S C before,
rev. [M. PLAETORIVS] M F AED CVR, eagle standing on
thunderbolt, (S.349, Cr.409/1, Syd.809, RSC Plaetoria 4).
Gilded, struck slightly off centre, otherwise very fine and
scarce.
$150

4321*
L. Papius, (c.79 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.62
g), obv. Juno Sospita head to right, wearing goat's skin,
headdress of Isis behind, rev. Gryphon prancing to right,
headdress of Isis below, L PAPI in exergue, (S.311, Cr.384/1,
Syd.773, B.Papia 1). Serrated edge, nearly very fine and very
scarce.
$100
Ex Noble Numismatics, Sale 112, lot 3409 (part).

Ex RJM Collection with tickets.

4325*
M. Plaetorius M.F. Cestianus, (69 B.C.), silver denarius,
Rome mint, (4.02 g), obv. Cybele turreted bust to right,
forepart of lion behind shoulder, globe under chin,
CESTIANVS behind, rev. M. PLAETORIVS AED CVR EX
S.C., curule chair facing, star over crescent on left, (S.350,
Cr.409/2, Syd.808, RSC Plaetoria 3). Toned, off centred
obverse, otherwise extremely fine and very scarce.
$250

4322*
M. Volteius M.F., (c.78 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.59 g), obv. head of Liber or Bacchus to right, wearing ivy
wreath, rev. Ceres standing in chariot to right holding lighted
torches, drawn by two serpents, control symbol behind,
M.VOLTEI. M.[F]. in exergue, (S.314, Cr.385/3, Syd.776,
B. Volteia 3); M. Plaetorius M.F. Cestianus, (69 B.C.), silver
denarius, Rome mint, (3.69 g), obv. head of Bonus Eventus
to right, symbol behind, rev. winged caduceus, CEST EX S C
on left, M. PLAETORI to right, (S.344, Cr.405/5, Syd.807,
B.Plaetoria 5). Toned, struck slightly off centre with banker's
marks, nearly very fine - very fine and scarce. (2)
$160

Ex Noble Numismatics, Sale 113, lot 4483.

Ex RJM Collection with tickets. (2)

4326*
L. Scribonius Libo, (62 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.45 g), obv. Bonus Eventus head to right, BON EVENT
before, LIBO behind, rev. Scribonian well with garland and
two lyres, hammer on step, PVTEAL above SCRIBON below,
(S.367, Cr.416/1a, Syd.928, B.Scribonia 8a). Attractively
toned, some surface scratches, otherwise very fine and
scarce.
$160

4323*
Mn. Aquillius Mn.F.Mn.N., (c.71 B.C.), silver denarius,
Rome mint, (3.30 g), obv. Virtus helmeted bust to right,
VIRTVS III.VIR around, rev. Consul Man. Aquillius raising
Sicilia, MN AQVIL [MN F] MN N to left and right, SICIL
in exergue, (S.336, Cr.401/1, Syd.798, B.Aquillia 2). Toned,
serrated edge, fine and scarce.
$100

Ex RJM Collection with ticket.
Bonus Eventus was the god of "Good Fortune" and the reverse shows the
puteal Scribonianum in the Forum.

Ex RJM Collection with tickets.
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4327*
M. Aemilius Scaurus and P. Plautius Hypsaeus, (c.58 B.C.),
silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.85 g), obv. king Aretas
kneeling beside camel to right, M.SCAVR and AED CVR
above, [REX ARETAS] in exergue, EX to left, S[C] to right,
rev. Jupiter in quadriga to left, [P.HYPSAEVS] / AED CVR
above, CAPTV on right, C.HYPSAE COS/ PREIVER in
exergue, scorpion below horses, (S.379, Cr.422/1b, Syd.913,
RSC Aemilia 8). Toned, very fine and rare.
$200

4330*
Q. Servilius Caepio (M. Junius Brutus), (54 B.C.), silver
denarius, (4.05 g), obv. bare head of L. Junius Brutus to
right, BRVTVS behind, rev. bare head of C. Servilius Ahala
to right, AHALA behind, (S.398, Cr.433/2, Syd 907, RSC
Junia 30). Toned, with attractive grey patination, struck
off centre, otherwise nearly extremely fine with superb
portraits, rare.
$750
Ex CNG Auction 378, lot 441.

Ex RJM Collection and Palladium Numismatics with tickets.

4331*
C. Coelius Caldus, (c.51 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.72 g), obv. C. COEL CAL[DVS] before head of the consul
C. Coelius Caldus to right, boar lower right, standard
inscribed HS behind, rev. L.CALDVS III VIR EPVL on base
between two trophies, figure of L.Caldus seated above base
preparing the feast of Jupiter, flanked by trophy with circular
shield on left, and trophy with trumpet and oval shield on
right, [C] CALDV[S] downward on left, IM[P] A on right,
[CA]LDVS III VI[R] in exergue, (S.404, Cr. 437/2a, Syd.894,
B.Coelia 7a). Toned, short on flan with a few scratches,
otherwise nearly very fine and rare.
$250

4328*
C. Servilius C.F., (c.57 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.54 g), obv. Flora head to right, FLORA PRIMVS before,
lituus behind, rev. two soldiers facing each other presenting
swords, C. SERVEIL in exergue, C F in field, (S.380,
Cr.423/1, Syd.890, B. Servilia 15). Struck slightly off centre,
otherwise nearly very fine and rare.
$250
Ex RJM Collection with tickets.

Ex RJM Collection and Craig A. Whitford Auction XIII (lot 12) with
tickets.
The reverse refers to the office of Epulo Jovis which was held by the
moneyer's father.

4329*
L. Marcius Philippus, (c.56 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.73 g), obv. Ancus Marcius head to right, ANCV[S]
and lituus below and to left, dotted border, rev. PHILIPPVS
behind equestrian statue to right on an arcade of five arches,
within A Q V A MAR, flower below horse, (S.382, Cr.425/1,
Syd.919a, RSC Marcia 29). Slightly off centred, otherwise
very fine and scarce.
$120

4332*
C. Vibius C.f.C.n. Pansa Caetronianus, (48 B.C.), silver
denarius, Rome mint, (3.68 g), obv. mask of Pan to right,
PAN[SA] below, rev. Jupiter Axurus seated to left, C.VIBIVS
C.F.C.N. behind and IOVIS, AXVR before, (S.420, Cr.449/
1b, Sear Imperators 20, Syd.948, B.Vibia 19). Nearly very
fine and very scarce.
$120

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 99 (lot 3490), before from Raoul Phillips
Collection and CNG Sale 63, May 21, 2003 (lot 1174) and previously from
Stephen M. Huston, USA, Sale 160 (lot 34) with both tickets and Terry
Naughton Collection.

Ex RJM Collection with tickets.
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4333*
A. Licinius Nerva, (c.47 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.76 g), obv. Fides laureate head to right, FIDE[S] before,
NERVA behind, rev. horseman galloping right dragging
captive by the hair, III VIR above, A. LICINIVS below,
(S.430, Cr.454/1, Syd.954, B.Licinia 24). Weakly struck on
the reverse, nearly very fine and rare.
$140

4337*
C. Clodius C.F Vestalis, (43 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.78 g), obv. bust of Flora to right wearing wreath of
flowers, lily behind, C CLODIVS C.F. around, dotted border,
rev. Vestal Virgin, Claudia Quinta, seated left, holding bowl
with two handles (cymbium) VESTALIS behind, dotted
border, (S.499, Crawford 512/2, Syd.1135). Toned, surface
pitting, otherwise nearly very fine and very scarce.
$200

Ex RJM Collection with tickets.

Ex RJM Collection with ticket.

4334*
Mn. Cordius Rufus, (46 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(2.68 g), obv. diademed head of Venus to right, RVFVS SC
behind, rev. Cupid on dolphin to right, riding with bridle,
MN CORDIVS below, (S.442, Cr.463/3, Syd.977, RSC
Cordia 3). Deeply toned, good fine/nearly very fine and
very scarce.
$100

4338*
Julius Caesar, (c.47-46 B.C.), silver denarius, (3.91 g), Africa
mint, obv. diademed head of Venus to right, rev. CAESAR to
right, Aeneas walking left, carrying Anchises and palladium,
dotted border, (S.1402, Cr.458/1, Syd.1013, RSC Julius
Caesar 12). Banker's mark on cheek, otherwise good very
fine/nearly extremely fine, very scarce.
$800

Ex RJM Collection with tickets and Tom Cederlind.

Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 113 (lot 4503), and Sale 84 (lot 1780),
previously from Gemini III, January 9, 2007 (lot 313).

4335*
P. Clodius M.F. Turrinus, (c.42 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.74 g), obv. radiate head of Sol to right, quiver to left,
rev. crescent moon surrounded by five stars, P CLODIVS/
M.F in exergue, (S.491, Cr.494/21, Syd.1115). Toned,
slightly uneven flan and mild surface pitting, otherwise nearly
extremely fine and very scarce.
$250

4339*
Julius Caesar, issue of C. Clovius Praetor, (45 B.C.), AE
dupondius, uncertain mint, (14.62 g), obv. Victory draped
bust to right, around CAESAR DICTER before, star behind,
rev. Minerva advancing left, holding trophy, spears and
shield, snake at feet, C. CLOVI PRAEF around, (S.1417,
Cr.476/1, RPC 601, C. Julius Caesar 7). Nearly very fine with
rough surface, very scarce with dealer's card description.
$250

Ex RJM Collection with ticket.

4336*
L. Livineius Regulus, (42 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.50 g), obv. bare head of Praetor to right, REGVLVS PR
around, rev. curule chair with two fasces, one on each side,
above REGVLVS F and PRAEF VR in exergue, (S.490,
Cr.494/31, Syd.1113, Sear Imperators 180, RSC Livineia 8).
Toned, good very fine and very scarce in this condition.
$400

Ex RJM Collection and acquired from Alex G. Malloy ($150).
The type is rarely found in good condition and more so with the star on the
obverse behind the shoulder

Ex Dr Adrian Carr Collection and purchased in 2001.
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4343*
Brutus, (Spring - early summer 42 B.C.), silver denarius,
mint moving with Brutus and Cassius in the East, L. Sestius
proquaestor, (3.51 g), obv. veiled and draped head of Liberty
to right, L. SESTI PRO Q around, rev. tripod between axe
and simpulum, Q. CAEPIO BRVTVS PRO COS around,
(S.1433, Cr.502/2, Syd.1290, C. Brutus 11). Toned, struck
off centre on reverse, otherwise nearly very fine/very fine
and rare.
$500
Ex RJM Collection and Stacks, May Sale 1995, (lot 2124) with tickets.

4340*
Sextus Pompey, younger son of Pompey the Great, (died
35 B.C.), silver denarius, mint of Massilia, issued 44-43
B.C., (3.41 g), obv. bare head of Pompey the Great to right,
NEPTVNI to left downwards, trident before, dolphin to
right below, rev. Q NASIDIVS in exergue, galley under sail
to right, star above, (S.1390, Cr.483/2, Sear Imperators 235,
RSC 20, BMC Sicily 21). Cleaned, porous surface, good
fine/very fine and very rare.
$900

This coinage was issued for an army under the command of L. Sestius
Quirinalis, son of a Pompeian commander, who joined forces with the
murderers of Caesar.

Ex Dr Adrian Carr Collection.
Quintus Nasidius was commander of Sextus' naval fleet while Sextus was in
Masallia watching political events unfold further east. Coins of this issue do
not bear the title "praefectus classis et orae maritimae" (commander-in-chief
of the fleet and of the sea coasts) awarded to Sextus by the Senate in April
43 BC, indicating a prior striking date. They also do not bear Sextus' name,
although the trident, dolphin, and legend NEPTVNI may refer to Sextus'
naval superiority in the western Mediterranean.

4341
Fulvia, wife of Mark Antony, (43 B.C.), silver quinarius,
Lugdunum mint, (1.74 g), obv. III VIR R.P.C., bust of
Victory right, with likeness of Fulvia, rev. lion walking right,
between A and [XLI] (year 41), ANTONI above, IMP in
exergue, (S.400, Cr.489/6, Syd.1163, C. Fulvia 3). Toned,
with banker's marks, poor - fine and rare.
$100

4344*
Sextus Pompey, younger son of Pompey the Great, (died
35 B.C.), silver denarius, mint of Sicily, issued 42-40 B.C.,
(3.67 g), obv. bare head of Pompey the Great to right, jug
behind, lituus before, MAG PIVS IM[P ITER] around, rev.
Neptune standing to left with right foot on prow, holding
aplustre, between the Catanean brothers Anapias and
Amphinomus, each of whom bears a parent on his shoulders,
PRAEF above, CLAS ET OR[AE] over MARIT EX S[C] in
exergue, (S.1392, Sear Imperators 344, Cr.511/3a, Syd. 1344,
C.Pompey 17). Areas of flat striking on obverse and reverse,
however the portrait of Pompey remains forcefully rendered
and the reverse is well centred, toned, nearly extremely fine
and rare.
$800

Ex RJM Collection and Dmitry Markov c.1995 with tickets.

4342*
C. Cassius Longinus, (died 42 B.C.), denarius, issued Spring
42 B.C., mint travelling with Cassius and Brutus in the East
(probably Smyrna), (3.21 g) obv. diademed head of Libertas
to right, around, C CASSI IMP behind, [LEIB]ERTAS, dotted
border, rev. jug and lituus, below LENTVLVS SPINT, dotted
border, (S.1447, Cr.500/1, Syd.1308, RSC 4). Irregular flan
with a slight crack and surface marks, otherwise very fine
and rare.
$400

Ex Dr Adrian Carr Collection and from Coast Coins in 2001.
In 42 B.C. Sextus Pompey defeated the attempt of Octavian's general
Salvidienus to dislodge him from his Sicilian stronghold whereupon his
troops proclaimed him the 'Son of Neptune', the theme adopted for his
Sicilian coinage. The title Prefect of the Fleet (praefectus classis) was that
which had been bestowed by the Senate in April of 43 B.C., prior to Sextus
being outlawed and eventually proscribed by the triumviral government. This
issue is important in portraying a portrait of Pompey the Great.

Ex RJM Collection and Pegasi Numismatics with tickets.
Cassius strikes in the East while undertaking a series of plundering raids
aimed at strengthening his position with Brutus before the final battle with
the forces of Antony and Octavian.
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4347*
Mark Antony, (32-31 B.C.), silver denarius, mint moving
with Mark Antony, (3.44 g), obv. praetorian galley to right
with rowers etc., around legends ANT AVG III VIR. R.P.C.,
rev. legionary eagle between two standards, LEG XVIII
LYBICAE around, (S.1479, Cr.544/11, Syd.1240, C. Mark
Antony 53). Toned, slightly off centre, otherwise nearly very
fine and very rare.
$200

4345*
Mark Antony, triumvir, committed suicide (30 B.C.), silver
denarius, mint moving with Antony, issued 41 B.C., issued
by moneyer M. Barbatius Pollio, (3.96 g), obv. bare head of
Antony to right, M ANT IMP AVG III VIR R P C M BARBAT
Q P around, dotted border, rev. bare head of Octavian to
right, around CAESAR IMP PONT III VIR R P C, dotted
border, (S.1504, Cr. 517/2, Syd. 1181, RSC 8). Attractive
lightly toned, very fine or better and rare.
$1,000

Private purchase from Jaggard Coins 20 December 1983.
The Lybicae legion is a rare variety indicating that the forces were North
African.

Although produced three years after Julius Caesar's introduction of
contemporary portraiture on Roman coinage, this issue displays a very
developed style with encircling inscription, upon which all later imperial
numismatic iconography was based. The coin was produced by Antony,
honouring his colleague in the triumvirate, Octavian. The issue was made
in the name of M. Barbatius Pollio, a friend of Julius Caesar and quaestor
pro praetore to Antony in the East. The year 41 B.C. saw the first meeting
of Antony with Cleopatra, at Tarsus, and he spent the following winter
with her in Egypt.

4348*
Mark Antony, (32-31 B.C.), silver denarius, mint moving
with Mark Antony, (3.58 g), obv. praetorian galley to right
with rowers etc., around ANT AVG [III VI]R. R.P.C., rev.
legionary eagle between two standards, LEG IV below, (cf.
S.1479, Cr.544/17, Syd.1219, RSC Mark Antony 30). Struck
off centre with some areas of weak striking, otherwise bright,
very fine or better and scarce.
$120

4346*
Mark Antony, (38-37 B.C.), silver denarius, mint moving
with Mark Antony, issued in Athens in Summer 38 B.C.,
(3.83 g), obv. standing figure of Mark Antony to right,
dressed as a priest holding lituus, M. ANTONIVS M.F.
M.N. AVGVR IMP TER around, rev. radiate head of Sol to
right, III. VIR R.P.C. COS DESIG. ITER. ET. TERT. around,
(S.1474, Sear Imperators 267, Cr.533/2, Syd.1199, C.Mark
Antony 13a). Dark grey patination, nearly extremely fine
and very scarce.
$650

Private purchase from Jaggard Coins 20 December 1983.

Ex Dr Adrian Carr Collection and purchased from Harlan J.Berk Ltd,
Chicago, in Mail Bid Sale 133 (lot 299), July 2003 with ticket (stock
35606).
This coin commemorates the reconciliation between Mark Antony and
Octavian in 41 BC. Struck in spring to summer 39 B.C., in Gaul.
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4349*
Octavian, (42 B.C.), silver denarius (3.37 g), military mint
travelling with Octavian in Greece, obv. helmeted and draped
bust of Mars to right, spear behind, CAESAR behind, III VIR
RPC, rev. legionary eagle surmounted by trophy between two
standards, (S.1537, Cr.497/3, CRI 138, Syd.1320, RSC 248).
Fine, lightly toned, weakness in places, rare.
$120

4351*
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), silver denarius, Lyons mint,
issued 2 B.C. - A.D. 4 and later, (3.77 g), obv. laureate
head of Augustus to right, CAESAR AVGVSTVS [DIVI F]
PATER PATRIAE around, rev. Caius and Lucius Caesars
standing facing, shields and spears between them, above on
left simpulum to right, and on the right a lituus to left, in
exergue C L CAESAR[ES], around AVGVSTI F COS DESIG
PRINC IVVENT, (S.1597, RIC 207, RSC 43, BMC 519).
Toned, large flan, banker's mark on cheek, otherwise fine
and scarce.
$300

Ex Dr Adrian Carr Collection and purchased in 2003.
Struck in Macedonia, Autumn 42 BC. A youthful aspect of Mars would
seem to reflect a youthful Octavian who at this time was engaged in a battle
at Philippi.

Ex RJM Collection.
In 2 B.C. Augustus received the title "Pater Patriae", an honour which
particularly pleased him (Res Gestae, Divi Augusti 35). The reverse of this
coin represents Gaius and Lucius, his adopted sons, as heirs to the throne.
They appear wearing the "toga virilis" and the spears and shields presented
to them by the officers. The lituus and simpulum refer to the priesthoods
(pontificate and augurate) which Augustus conferred upon them. Despite
the death of Lucius in A.D. 2 and Gaius two years later, the reverse type
continued to be struck until the end of Augustus' reign.

IMPERIAL

4352
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), silver denarius, Lyons mint,
issued 2 B.C. - A.D. 4 and later, (3.02 g), obv. laureate head
of Augustus to right, traces of CAESAR AVGVSTVS DIVI
F PATER PATRIAE around, rev. Caius and Lucius Caesars
standing facing, shields and spears between them, above on
left simpulum to right, and on the right a lituus to left, in
exergue traces of C L CAESARES, around traces of AVGVSTI
F COS DESIG PRINC IVVENT, (S.1597, RIC 207, RSC 43,
BMC 519); another similar (2.76 g), probably plated. First
with hoard patina and surface scratches, very good - fine,
second very fine and very interesting. (2)
$150
Ex RJM Collection, both previously from Prestige Collections, New York,
with ticket
See note above.

4350*
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), silver cistophorus, Ephesus
mint, issued 24-20 B.C., Sutherland Group VI, (11.90 g),
obv. IMP CAE SAR, bare head to right of Augustus, rev.
AVGVSTVS above garlanded altar ornamented with two
stags, (S.1587, RIC 482, SNG Von Post 544, RSC 33, BMC
262, Sutherland `The Cistophori of Augustus', Group VI).
Attractive blue grey patination, extremely fine and very rare
in this condition.
$4,000

4353*
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), AE orichalcum dupondius,
struck 18 B.C., Rome mint, T. Crispinus Sulpicianus,
moneyer (8.71 g), obv. AVGVSTVS/ TRIBVNIC/ POTEST,
legend in three lines within oak wreath, rev. T.CRISPINVS
SV[LPICIANVS III] VIR A A A F F,around large S C.
(S.1669, RIC 334. BMC 187, c.507). Short on flan, weak
in parts, otherwise nearly very fine, scarce.
$150

In his exhaustive treatment of the series Sutherland recorded 115 coins of
this type from 71 obverse and 98 reverse dies from all sources, (auction sales,
dealer lists, public and private collection and hoards etc). The entire series
of Augustan cistophori with all the different reverses in Sutherland amount
to only 670 coins. The reverse with the garlanded altar is a reference to a
local altar at Ephesus.

Ex RJM Collection, and previously from Stephen M. Huston Sale in list 148
October 25, 1996 (lot 39) with dealer ticket.
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4357*
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), AE quadrans, Rome
mint, issued 9 B.C. by Lamia, Silius and Annius, the
IIIviri monetales, (2.99 g), obv. LAMIA SILIVS ANNIVS
around clasped hands holding caduceus, rev. III VIR A A
A F F around S C, (S.1693, RIC 420, BMC 200); Severus
Alexander, (A.D.222-235), silver denarius, issued 223,
Rome mint, (2.61 g), obv. laureate bust to right, draped and
cuirassed, around IMP C M AVR SEV ALEXAND AVG,
rev. P M TR P III COS P P Pax standing to left, holding
olive branch and sceptre, (cf.S.7896, RIC 40, RSC 254);
Galerius Maximianus, as Augustus (A.D. 305-311), AE
folles, issued 309-310, Siscia mint, (7.20 g), obv. laureate
head to right of Galerius, around IMP MAXIMIANVS PF
AVG, rev. around GENIO AVGVSTI, Genius Standing left
holding patera and cornucopiae, SIS in exergue, crescent to
left, A to right, (S.14505, RIC 198a, C.133) (illustrated);
Theodosius I, (A.D. 379-395), AE maiorina, Antioch mint,
(5.25 g), obv. bust right, around D N THEODO SIVS P F
AVG, rev. emperor to right, foot on captive, around VIRTVS
EXERCITI, ANTB in exergue, (S.20507, RIC 63, C.54). Fine
- good very fine. (4)
$100

4354*
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), AE as, Rome mint, issued 7
B.C. by M. Maecilius Tullus, (10.52 g), obv. bare head to
right of Augustus around [CAESAR AV]GVST PONT MAX
TRIBVNIC [POT], rev. M MAECILIVS TVLLVS III VIR A
A A F F around large SC, (S.1684, RIC 435, C.448, CBN
483). Brown patina, with a good portrait of Augustus, off
centred, otherwise very fine and scarce.
$200
Ex RJM Collection, and previously from Tom Cederlind with his ticket,
c.1995.

4355*
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), AE as, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 11-12, (10.01 g), obv. bare head to left of Augustus
around IMP CAESAR DIVI F AVGVSTVS IMP XX, rev.
PONTIF M[AXIM TRIBVN PO]T XXXIIII around large
SC, (S.1689, RIC 471, C.226 variety, CBN 883). Toned,
porous field, nearly very fine and rare.
$150

Ex Tom Cederlind stock.

Ex RJM Collection and previously from Ponterio & Associates, CICF Sale,
March 24-25, 1995 (lot 544) with tickets.

4358*
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), AE as, posthumous issue,
Rome mint, issued under Tiberius, issued 34-37 A.D., (10.51
g), obv. radiate head to left of Augustus around DIVVS
AVGVSTVS PATER, rev. eagle with spread wings facing
on globe, across S C, (S.1790, RIC 82, C.247). Good fine,
brown patina, scarce.
$150
Ex RJM Collection and previously from Ponterio & Associates, Auction
Sale No.74, March 24, 1995 (lot 4544 part).

4356*
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), AE quadrans, Rome mint,
issued 9 B.C. by Lamia, Silius and Annius, the IIIviri
monetales, (2.13 g), obv. LAMIA SILIVS ANNIVS around
simpulum and lituus, rev. III VIR A A A F F around S C,
(S.1694, RIC 421, BMC 201). Partial dark green patina,
otherwise very fine, scarce.
$100

4359*
Tiberius, (A.D. 14-37), silver denarius, Lugdunum mint,
issued A.D. 14-37, (3.63 g), obv. laureate head of Tiberius
to right, around TI CAESAR DIVI AVG F AVGVSTVS, rev.
PONTIF MAXIM, Livia (as Pax) seated to right on chair
with plain legs, holding vertical sceptre and branch, double
line below, (S.1763, RIC 26, BMC 48, RSC 16). Lightly
toned, nearly extremely fine and of fine style.
$500

Ex RJM Collection and previously obtained from Dmitry Markov, c.19945.

Of Biblical importance as the issue is often described as the Tribute Penny
(Mark 12: 14-17).
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4360*
Tiberius, (A.D. 14-37) AE as, issued A.D. 35-36, (8.92 g),
obv. laureate head of Tiberius to left, around TI CAESAR
DIVI AVG F AVGVST IMP VIII, rev. winged caduceus S
C across, around PON[TIF MA]XIM TRIBVN POTEST
XXXVII, (S.1771, RIC 59, BMC 120). Good fine, off centred
reverse, rough obverse surface, brown patina, scarce.
$150

4363*
Gaius (Caligula), (A.D. 37-41), AE sestertius (23.16 g),
Rome mint, struck A.D. 37-38, obv. [C CAES]AR A[VG
G]ERMANICVS PON M TR POT, laureate head left,
rev.[ADLOCVT] above, COH in exergue, Gaius, bareheaded
and togate, standing left on dais, extending right hand in
gesture of address, behind him a sella castrensis (chair), in
front of him stand five soldiers right, all helmeted, holding
shields, and parazonia, four aquilae behind them, (cf.S.1799,
RIC 32, BMCRE 33-35, BN 45-46, C.1). Surface roughness,
good fine with a mottled dark green-brown, rare.
$400

Ex RJM Collection and previously from Ponterio & Associates, Auction
Sale No.74, March 24, 1995 (lot 4544 part).

Ex RJM Collection and previously bought from Wayne Phillips USA for
$300US in c.1994-5, with tickets.
Before a battle, or on parade, the emperor would address his troops in an
event known as an adlocutio cohortium (address to the cohorts). This was
an important opportunity for the emperor to be present among his troops
to inspire morale. This sestertius was issued on the occasion of a donative
for the Praetorian Guard and was the first to employ the adlocutio as a
reverse type.

4361*
Livia, mother of Tiberius, (b.58 B.C., d.A.D. 29), AE
dupondius, Rome mint, issued under Tiberius, A.D. 22-23,
(13.49 g), obv. draped bust of Livia to right as Salus, SALVS
AVGVSTA below, rev. TI CAESAR DIVI AVG F AVG P M TR
POT XXIIII legend around SC, (S.1740, RIC 47, BMC 81).
Deep brown patina, slightly rough surface, good fine/very
fine, rare with collector's and dealer tickets.
$250
Ex RJM Collection, previously from Pegasi Numismatics, Ann Arbor, MI,
USA, September 13, 1995 (lot 194).

4364*
Gaius (Caligula), (A.D. 37-41), AE as, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 37-38, (9.67 g), obv. bare head of Caligula to left,
around C CAESAR AVG GERMANICVS PON M TR P
IIII P P, rev. VESTA above, Vesta seated to left, veiled and
draped seated on ornamental throne, holding patera and
transverse sceptre, S C across field, (cf.S.1803, RIC 54, BMC
72); Agrippa, (died 12 B.C.), posthumous issue struck by
Caligula (A.D. 37-41), AE as, (12.20 g), obv. M AGRIPPA
L F COS III, head to left wearing rostral crown, rev. S C,
across, Neptune standing to left, holding dolphin and trident,
(S.1812, RIC 58 (Caligula) C.3). First good fine/nearly fine
[rough reverse], second fine, both scarce. (2)
$200

4362*
Drusus, son of Tiberius, (died A.D. 23), AE as, Rome mint,
issued under Tiberius, A.D. 22-23, (10.00 g), obv. bare head
of Drusus to left, around DRVSVS CAESAR TI AVG F DIVI
AVG N, rev. PONTIF TRIBVN POTEST ITER around, S
C across field in centre, (S.1794, RIC 45, BMC 99, C.2).
Brown patina, nearly very fine and scarce.
$150
Ex RJM Collection.

Ex RJM Collection, first from Prestige Collections ($150) and the second
from Ponterio & Associates, Auction Sale No.74, March 24, 1995 (lot
4544 part).
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4368*
Germanicus, son of Nero Claudius Drusus, (born 15 B.C.,
died A.D. 19), AE as, Rome mint, issued A.D. 40-41, struck
under Caligula, (6.73 g), obv. bare head of Germanicus to
left, around GERMANICVS CAESAR TI AVG F DIVI AVG
N, SC around, C CAESAR DIVI AVG PRON AVG P M TR
P IIII P P (S.1822, RIC 50, BMC 74, C.4). Well centred,
attractive dark patina with areas or dormant green, nearly
very fine, very scarce.
$180

4365*
Agrippa, (died 12 B.C.), posthumous issue struck by Caligula
(A.D. 37-41), AE as, (10.48 g), obv. M AGRIPPA L F COS III,
head to left wearing rostral crown, rev. S C, across, Neptune
standing to left, holding dolphin and trident, (S.1812, RIC
58 (Caligula), C.3). Nearly very fine.
$200
Ex RJM Collection and with Dmitry Markov ticket, c.1994-5.

Ex RJM Collection and previously from Dmitry Markov (c.1994-5) with
his ticket.

4366*
Agrippina, mother of Gaius (Caligula), (d. A.D. 33),
AE sestertius, Rome mint, issued A.D. 37-41, (24.61 g),
obv. draped bust of Agrippina Senior to right, around
AGRIPPINA M F MAT C CAESARIS AVGVSTI, dotted
border, rev. carpentum drawn to left by two mules, above S
P Q R, and MEMORIAE AGRIPPINAE, (S.1827, RIC 55,
BMC 81, CBN 128). Brown patina, rough surface, otherwise
nearly very fine/fine and rare.
$300

4369*
Claudius, (A.D. 41-54), AE dupondius, Rome mint, issued
41-42, (14.92 g), obv. bare head of Claudius to left, around
[TI CLAVDI]VS CAESAR AVG PM TR P IMP, rev. CERES
[AVG]VSTA, Ceres enthroned to left, holding corn-ears and
torch, SC in exergue, (S.1855, RIC 94, BMC 136, C.1).
Light brown toning, slightly uneven flan, otherwise good
fine - nearly very fine and very rare.
$120

Ex RJM Collection and previously from CNG Mail Bid Sale 35, September
20, 1995 (lot 727) with tickets.

Ex RJM Collection and Alex G. Malloy, 21 November 1995 (lot 441) with
tickets.

4367*
Germanicus, son of Nero Claudius Drusus, (born 15 B.C.,
died A.D. 19), AE dupondius, Rome mint, issued under
Caligula, A.D. 37-41, (14.94 g), obv. GERMANICVS
CAESAR, Germanicus in triumphal quadriga to right, with
sceptre, with countermark in block NCAPR, rev. SIGNIS
RECE[PT] DEVICTIS GER[M], large SC below, Germanicus
standing left, right hand raised, holding legionary eagle in
left hand, (S.1820, RIC 57, C.7, CBN 140, BMC 93). Fine,
countermark very fine, rare.
$250

4370*
Claudius, (A.D. 41-54), early style British Imitative issue,
AE as, Rome mint type, issued after 42, (5.33 g), obv. bare
head to left, around [TI CLAVDIVS CAES]AR AVG P M TR
P IMP, rev. Minerva to right, helmeted and draped, hurling
javelin and holding shield, SC in field, (S.1861, Sutherland,
Romano-British pl. VI, 5-6 for similar style, RIC 100, BMC
149). Green patina, good fine or better and rare.
$100
Ex RJM Collection.

Ex RJM Collection and bought from Pegasi Numismatics in Sale 95,
November 20, 1995 (lot 243 for $275US) with tickets.
This countermark, one of the most common imperial countermarks, is
likely a validating countermark used during the reign of Nero. For further
discussion, see Kraay, "The Behavior of Early Imperial Countermarks" in
Essays Mattingly, pg. 132ff.
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4373*
Nero, (A.D. 54-68), silver denarius, issued c.65-66, Rome
mint, (2.88 g), obv. laureate head to right of Nero, around
[IMP NERO] CAESAR AVG P P, rev. Salus seated to left on
throne, holding patera, SALVS in exergue, (cf.S.1945, RIC
71, BMC 98, RSC 316). Nearly fine/fine and rare variety.
$200

4371*
Nero Claudius Drusus, (Claudius's father) (died 9 B.C.),
posthumous issue struck by Claudius, (A.D. 41-2), AE
sestertius, (26.27 g), obv. NERO CLAVDIVS DRVSVS
GERMANICVS IMP, Drusus head to left, rev. TI CLAVDIVS
CAESAR AVG P M TR P IMP around, S C in exergue,
Claudius seated left on curule chair with arms around,
holding a branch, (S.1896, RIC 93 [Claudius], BMC 157,
C.8). With collector's packets, very good-fine, surface
roughness, very scarce.
$150

Ex RJM Collection, purchased from Palladium Numismatics (David
Michaels), c.1994-5 (lot 239).

Ex RJM Collection and previously from Malloy Auction LV, 1994 (lot 51,
$135).

4374*
Nero, (A.D. 54-68), AE as, Rome mint, issued c.A.D. 65,
(10.58 g), obv. bare head of Nero to right, around NERO
CAESAR AVG GERM IMP, rev. S C across, Victory flying
left holding in both hands shield inscribed SPQR, (S.1976,
RIC 312, BMC 241). Attractive brown patina with a portrait
of character and force, very fine and scarce.
$250
Ex RJM Collection and previously from Kirk Davis, Claremont CA, USA
with his ticket.

4372*
Antonia, daughter of Mark Antony and Octavia,
(grandmother of Caligula, mother of Claudius), (died A.D.
37), AE dupondius, issued after her death by Claudius 41-42,
Rome mint, (12.09 g), obv. draped bust to right of Antonia,
around traces of ANTONIA AVGVSTA, rev. Claudius,
standing to left, holding simpulum, around traces of TI
CLA[VDIVS CAE]SAR AVG P M TR P IMP, S C across
field, (S.1902, BMC 166, RIC 92). Fine, slightly rough in
the field, rare.
$200
Ex RJM Collection together with dealer ticket, c.1994.

4375*
Civil Wars, (A.D. 68-69), silver denarius (3.05 g), minted
in Spain, obv. draped bust of Libertas to right around
LIBERTAS RESTITVTA, rev. a round shield inscribed S P Q
R, all within wreath, (S.2069, RIC II 27, RSC 431, Martin
91). Nearly very fine, porous surface, very rare.
$500

Antonia Major also known as Julia Antonia Major was born August/
September 39 B.C., she was also known as Antonia the Elder and was a
daughter of Triumvir Mark Antony and Octavia the Younger and a relative
of the first Roman emperors of the Julio-Claudian dynasty. She was a niece
of the first emperor Augustus, step cousin of the emperor Tiberius, paternal
great-aunt of the emperor Caligula, maternal aunt and great-aunt-in law of
the emperor Claudius, and paternal grandmother and maternal great-great
aunt of the emperor Nero. She was born in Athens, Greece and after 36 B.C.
her mother, along with her siblings and herself were brought to Rome. She
was raised by her mother, her uncle and her aunt Livia Drusilla. According
to Cassius Dio after her father died, Augustus allowed her and her younger
sister Antonia Minor to benefit from their father's estate in Rome. Although
little is known of her, Antonia was held in high regard like her sister Antonia
Minor, the mother of the emperor Claudius, who was celebrated for her
beauty and virtue.

Ex Dr Adrian Carr Collection and purchased from CNG Electronic Auction,
No.157, January 31, 2007, (lot 327).
On April 2nd or 3rd A.D. 68, Galba was hailed imperator by Spanish
legions at Carthago Nova. Refusing to accept the title, he acted as legatus
of the Senate and Roman people. Galba was openly supportive of the
revolt of Vindex who also had the support of the Arverni and Remi among
other of the Gallic tribes. At Vesontio in May of that year, the rival armies
of Verginius and Vindex clashed, resulting in the death of Vindex and the
utter destruction of his army. Shaken at the failure of Vindex, Galba stated
publicly that he would not attempt to seize the empire. In the middle of
June, Galba was appointed princeps by the Senate upon the death of Nero.
One of Galba's main motivations for supporting Vindex's revolt had been
the role of the Senate in restoring constitutional freedom. Thus the reason
for the Libertas Restituta type.
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4379*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 74, (2.76 g), obv. laureate head of Vespasian to right,
around IMP CAES VESP AVG CENS, rev. Vespasian seated
to right, holding sceptre and branch, PONTIF MAXIM
around, (cf.S.2305, RIC 65, RSC 387a). Toned, some surface
scratches and uneven flan, otherwise nearly very fine.
$180
Ex RJM Collection with ticket.
The reverse is strongly reminiscent of the Tribute Penny type of Tiberius.

4376*
Galba, (A.D. 68-69), silver denarius, issued July 68 - January
69, Rome mint, (3.32 g), obv. bare head to right of Galba,
around IMP SER GALBA AVG, rev. S P Q R / OB / C S,
in three lines within oak wreath, (S.2109, BMC 34 cor.,
RIC 167, RSC 287). Toned, minor green deposits, nearly
extremely fine with an impressive portrait.
$1,600
Ex CNG, Auction 103, lot 818. Previously Aufhauser 12 (1 October 1996),
lot 494.

4380*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), AE sestertius, (23.62 g), Rome
mint, issued 71 A.D., obv. laureate head of Vespasian to
right, around IMP CAES VESPAS AVG P M TR P PP COS
IIII, rev. Salus seated left holding patera and sceptre, in
exergue S C, around SAL[VS AVGVSTA], (cf.S.2334, RIC
752, C.436). Toned, some surface marks, otherwise nearly
very fine and scarce.
$200

4377*
Otho, (A.D. 69), silver denarius, issued Jan-Feb 69, Rome
mint, (3.19 g), obv. bare head to right of Otho, around IMP
M OTHO CAESAR AVG TR P, rev. Securitas standing to
left, holding wreath and sceptre, around SECURITAS P R,
(S.2162, BMC 17, RIC 8, RSC 17). Attractive old cabinet
toning, nearly very fine, very rare with a strong portrait.
$800

Ex RJM Collection and Wayne C. Phillips mail bid sale 34 (lot 661) with
ticket.

Ex Noble Numismatics, Sale 111, lot 4678.

4381*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), AE dupondius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 72-73, (11.13 g), obv. radiate head of Vespasian to
right, around IMP CAES VESPASIAN AVG COS III, rev. in
exergue ROMA, Roma seated to left, holding wreath and
parazonium, (cf,S.2351, RIC 394 [2nd edn.] [R2], C.411).
Deep brown patina, nearly very fine and very rare.
$180

4378*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 74, (3.34 g), obv. laureate head of Vespasian to right,
around IMP CAESAR VESPASIANVS AVG, rev. Vespasian
seated to right holding branch and sceptre, PON MAX TR
P COS V around, (cf.S.2300, RIC 702, RSC 364). Lightly
toned, well centred, very fine - good very fine and scarce.
$200

Ex RJM Collection with ticket.

Ex RJM Collection and Spink/Superior auction, 5 December 1997, with
tickets.
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4385*
Titus, (A.D. 79-81), silver denarius, Rome mint, issue of A.D.
80, (3.10 g), obv. IMP TITVS CAES VESPASIANVS AVG P
M, laureate head to right, rev. TR P IX IMP XV COS VIII P
[P], elephant to left, (S.2512, RIC 22a, BMC 43, RSC 303).
Toned, good fine - nearly very fine.
$140

4382*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), AE as, Rome mint, issued 71, (11.96
g), obv. IMP CAES VESPASIAN AVG COS III, laureate head
to right of Vespasian, rev. around AEQVITAS AVGVSTI,
Aequitas standing to left, holding scales and sceptre, S C
in field, (S.2356, BMC 600, RIC 482, C.13). Good very
fine/very fine and very scarce.
$200

Ex RJM Collection and Palladium Numismatics with tickets.
The Elephant reverse may refer to the inaugural games of the Colosseum
in 80 A.D.

Ex Thomas D. Walker numismatist and Noble Numismatics with tickets.

4383*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), AE as, Rome mint, issue A.D. 71,
(11.25 g), obv. IMP CAES VESPASIANVS AVG COS III
around, laureate head of Vespasian to right, rev. facade of
altar-enclosure, PROVIDENT, S C across, (S.2360, RIC 494,
C.396). Deep green toning, slightly off centre on reverse,
nearly very fine, scarce.
$150

4386*
Tiberius, (A.D. 14-37), AE As (8.73 g), Rome mint, Struck
under Titus, A.D. 80-81, obv. TI CAESAR DIVI AVG F
AVGVST IMP VIII, bare head left, rev. IMP T CAES DIVI
VESP F AVG REST, S C across field, (S.2591, RIC II 211
(Titus), C.73, BMC 284). Very fine, rough surface, brown
patina, very scarce.
$250

Ex RJM Collection and Kirk Davis with tickets.

Ex RJM Collection and acquired November 7, 1995 with tickets.

4384*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 75, (2.96 g), obv. laureate head of Vespasian to right,
around IMP CAESAR VESPASIANVS AVG, rev. Vespasian
seated to left holding branch and sceptre, PON MAX TR P
COS VI around, (S.2301, RIC II 772, RSC 366) (illustrated);
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 89, (2.93 g), obv. laureate head of Domitian to right,
around IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM P M TR P XV, rev.
around IMP XXII COS XVII CENS P P P, Minerva standing
to left, holding spear, (cf.S.2731, BMC 235, RIC 193, RSC
290); Domitian, issued as Caesar under Vespasian, (A.D.
69-81), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued A.D. 77-78,
(2.62 g), obv. laureate head of Domitian to right, around
DOMITIANVS CAESAR AVG F, rev. soldier on horseback
rearing right, raising right hand, (S.2638, RIC 957, RSC
49, BMC 234); Syria, Seleucis and Pieria, Antioch, pseudoautonomous issue, AE dichalkon, (c.60s AD), (3.44 g), obv.
Apollo head right, rev. palm branch, (SNG Cop 119). Fine
- nearly very fine. (4)
$200

4387*
Titus, (A.D. 79 - 81), AE sestertius, issued A.D. 80-81, Rome
mint, (22.20 g), obv. laureate head of Titus to left, around
[IMP T CA]ES VESP AVG P M TR P P [P COS VIII], rev.
ANNONA AVG, S C in exergue, Annona seated left, holding
bundle of corn-ears, (S.2522, RIC II 137, C.20). Uneven
toning with some surface pitting, otherwise nearly very fine
and very scarce.
$200
Ex RJM Collection and Coin Galleries New York mail bid sale, 5 November
1997 (lot 403), with ticket.

With collector's tickets.
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4388
Titus, as Caesar (A.D. 79-81), AE dupondius, Rome mint,
issue of A.D. 73, (12.32 g), obv. T CAESAR IMP COS III
CENS, radiate head to right, rev. FELICITAS [PVBL]ICA,
Felicitas standing left holding caduceus and cornucopiae,
(S.2466, RIC II 1252); Geta, (A.D.209-212), issued as
Caesar, AE as or dupondius, Rome mint, (9.81 g), obv. P
SEPTIMIVS GETA CAES, bare head of Geta draped to
right, rev. around PONTIF COS II, woman standing to
right, holding sceptre and drawing out drapery from breast,
to right two small figures lifting hands to one another, (cf.
S.7282, RIC 150a, C.113). Green and brown toning, some
surface pitting, otherwise good fine. (2)
$150

4392*
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), AE as, Rome mint, issued A.D. 86,
(10.35 g), obv. laureate head of Domitian to right, around
IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM COS XII CENS PERP P,
rev. around FORTVNAE AVGVSTI, Fortuna standing to left
holding rudder and cornucopiae, S C across field, (cf.S.2805,
RIC 479, cf.C.131). Deep green toning, light surface pitting,
otherwise nearly very fine - very fine.
$150

Ex RJM Collection with tickets, the Geta ex Frank S. Robinson, 7 February
1996 (lot 324).

Ex RJM Collection with ticket.

4389*
Domitian, as Caesar under Titus, (A.D. 81-96), silver denarius,
Rome mint, issued A.D. 80, (3.16 g), obv. laureate head of
Domitian to right, around CAESAR DIVI F DOMITIANVS
COS VII, rev. around PRINCEPS IVVENTVTIS, garlanded
and lighted altar, (S.2676, RIC T92, RSC 397a). Has been
lacquered, otherwise very fine/nearly very fine.
$100

4393*
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), AE as, Rome mint, issued A.D. 9192, (10.69 g), obv. laureate head of Domitian to right, around
IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM COS XVI CENS PER P P,
rev. around MONETA AVGVSTI, Moneta standing to left,
holding scales and cornucopiae, S C across field, (S.2807,
RIC 395, cf.C.332). Attractive dark green patina, nearly
extremely fine and scarce in this condition.
$200

Ex J. Eric Engstrom, USA Collection with collector's packet.

4390*
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 94, (2.99 g), obv. laureate head of Domitian to right,
around IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM P M TR P XII, rev.
around IMP XXII COS XVI CENS P P P, Minerva standing
to left, holding javelin and thunderbolt, (cf.S.2732, RIC 173,
RSC 279). Toned, nearly very fine.
$150

Ex RJM Collection with ticket.

Ex RJM Collection with ticket.

4394*
Domitian, issued as Caesar under Vespasian, (A.D. 81-96),
silver denarius, Rome mint, issued A.D. 76, (2.97 g), obv.
laureate head of Domitian to right, around CAESAR AVG
F DOMITIANVS, rev. around COS IIII, Pegasus walking to
the right, (S.2637, RIC V238, RSC 47); Gordian III, (A.D.
238-244), silver antoninianus, Rome mint, 5th officina, 8th
emission, issued 240, (6.01 g), obv. radiate bust right, around
IMP GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG, rev. PM TR P III COS
II P with Apollo seated to left holding branch, (S.8648, RIC
114, RSC 238). Toned, very fine - good very fine. (2)
$200

4391*
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), AE sestertius, issue struck at Rome
in A.D.88-89, (22.64 g), obv. IMP CAES DOMIT AVG
GERM COS XIIII CENS PER PP, head laureate to right,
rev. IOVI VICTORI around, S C in exergue, Jupiter seated
to left, holding Victory and sceptre, (cf.S.2766, RIC 358,
C.313). Dark brown patina, slight weakness on legend on
reverse, otherwise very fine and rare.
$250
Ex RJM Collection with tickets.
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4395*
Nerva, (A.D. 96-98), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued A.D.
96, (2.98 g), obv. laureate head of Nerva to right, around
IMP NERVA CAES AVG P M TR P COS II P P, rev. around
AEQVITAS AVGVST, Aequitas standing left, holding scales
and cornucopiae, (S.3019, RIC 1, RSC 3). Lightly toned,
nearly very fine and scarce.
$180

4399*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), AE dupondius, Rome mint, issued
103-111, (12.88 g), obv. IMP CAES NERVAE TRAIANO
AVG GER DAC P M TR P COS V PP, radiate head, draped
on l. shoulder to r. of Trajan, rev. around SPQR OPTIMO
PRINCIPI, Trajan in slow quadriga left holding branch and
sceptre, S C across, (S.-, RIC 533, C.494). Attractive green
toning, surface pitting, otherwise nearly very fine and very
scarce.
$150

Ex RJM Collection and Palladium Numismatics with tickets.

Ex RJM Collection with tickets.

4396*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), silver denarius, issued 108, Rome
mint, (3.19 g), obv. laureate bust to right of Trajan, around
IMP TRAIANO AVG GER DAC P M TR P, rev. Felicitas
standing to left, holding caduceus, around COS V P P S P Q
R OP[TIM]O PRINC, (S.3124, RIC 120, RSC 81). Toned,
good very fine.
$120

4400*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), AE as, Rome mint, issued 100, (10.53
g), obv. laureate head of Trajan to right, around IMP C[AES
NE]RVA TRAIAN AVG GERM P M, rev. Victory standing
to left, holding palm branch and shield inscribed S P Q R,
around TR POT [COS III P P], S C across field, (S.3242,
RIC 395, C.614). Deep brown toning, good very fine and
scarce in this condition.
$150

part

4397*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), silver denarius, issued 98-99, Rome
mint, (2.88 g), obv. laureate head of Trajan right, around IMP
CAES NERVA TRAIAN AVG GERM, rev. Victory seated to
left holding patera and palm, around PONT MAX TR POT
COS II, (S.-, RIC 22, RSC 295) (illustrated); another, silver
denarius, issued 114-117, Rome mint, (3.03 g), obv. laureate
bust, draped to right of Trajan, around IMP TRAIANO
OPTIMO AVG GER DAC P M TR P, rev. Mars advancing
to right holding spear and trophy, around PART[HICO PM
TR P] COS VI P P S P Q R, (cf.S.987, RIC 299, RSC 103).
Good fine - nearly extremely fine and scarce. (2)
$250

Ex RJM Collection with tickets and photographs.

4401
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), silver denarius, issued 108, Rome
mint, (3.10 g), obv. laureate bust draped to right of Trajan,
around IMP TRAIANO AVG GER DAC P M TR P COS V PP,
rev. Aequitas standing to left, holding scales and cornucopiae,
around S P Q R OPTIMO PRINCIPI, (S.3157, RIC 169, RSC
462); Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), AE as, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 85, (10.54 g), obv. laureate head of Domitian to right,
around IMP CAES DOMITIAN AVG GERM COS XI, rev.
around IOVI CONSERVAT Jupiter standing to left, holding
thunderbolt and sceptre, S C across field, (cf.S.2806, RIC
269, C.302); Constantius I, as Caesar, (A.D. 305-306), AE
folles, issued 304-5, Antioch mint, (11.10 g), obv. laureate
head to right, around FL VAL CONSTANTIVS NOB CAES,
rev. GENIO POPV LI ROMANI, in exergue ANT, Genius
standing to left, holding patera and cornucopiae, S in right
field, (cf.S.14068, RIC 53a); Maximianus, (A.D. 286-305),
AE follis, Siscia mint, issued A.D. 299, (9.04 g), obv. laureate
head of Maximianus to right, around IMP MAXIMIANVS
P F AVG, rev. around GENIO POP VLI ROMANI, Genius
standing to left, holding patera and cornucopiae, SIS in
exergue, Γ to right, (cf.S.13258, RIC 107b); Armenia,
Cilician Armenia, Royal issue of Hetoum I, (1226-1270),
AE tank (7.15 g); Sis mint, obv. Hetoum seated facing on
throne adorned with lions, holding lis-tipped scepter and
globus cruciger, rev. Cross pattee, star in each quarter. Most
with patination, otherwise fine - very fine. (5)
$120

Ex RJM Collection with tickets.

4398*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), AE dupondius, Rome mint, issued
101, (11.56 g), obv. radiate head of Trajan to right, around
IMP CAES NERVA TRAIAN AVG GERM P M, rev. Justitia
seated to left on chair formed by two crossed cornucopiae,
holding sceptre, around TR POT COS IIII P P, S C in exergue,
(S.3225, RIC 428, C.639). Dark brown and gold patina,
mild surface pitting, otherwise very fine or better and very
scarce.
$150
Ex RJM Collection with ticket.
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4405*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, issued 123, Rome
mint, (3.08 g), obv. laureate head to right of Hadrian,
drapery on left shoulder, around IMP CASEAR TRAIAN H
ADRIA[NVS AVG], rev. P M TR P COS III around, Victory
flying to right holding trophy with both hands, (S.3527, RIC
101, BMC 212, RSC 1131). Toned, very fine.
$120

4402*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, issued 117, Rome
mint, (2.93 g), obv. laureate, draped and cuirassed bust to
right of Hadrian, around IMP CAES TRAIAN HADRIAN
OPT AVG GER DAC, rev. Concordia seated to left, holding
patera, CONCORD in exergue, around PARTHIC DIVI
TRAIAN AVG F PM TR P COS PP, (cf.S.3500, RIC 4c, RSC
250a, BMC 9). Toned, slightly uneven flan with mild flaw
on reverse, otherwise nearly very fine and scarce.
$150

Ex Noble Numismatics, Sale 111, lot 4710.

Ex RJM Collection with ticket.

4406*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, issued 137, Rome
mint, (3.06 g), obv. bare head to right of Hadrian, around
HADRIANVS AVG COS III P P, rev. SALVS AVG around,
Salus standing to left holding sceptre and sacrificing out of a
patera over lighted altar, (S.3475, RIC 268, BMC 721, RSC
1328). Toned, very fine.
$120

4403*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 117, (2.83 g), obv. laureate head of Hadrian to right,
around IMP CAESAR TRAIAN HADRIANVS AVG, rev.
PM [TR P] COS III around, SALVS AVG in exergue, Salus
seated to left on throne feeding serpent arising from altar,
(cf.S.3539, RIC 137a, RSC 1324). Very fine.
$150

Ex J. Eric Engstrom, USA Collection.

Ex RJM Collection with ticket.

4407*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), AE dupondius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 119-122, (12.75 g), obv. radiate bust of Hadrian to
right, around [IMP CASESAR] TRAIANVS HADRIANVS
AVG P M TR P COS III, rev. PROVID[ENTIA DEOR]VM,
S C to left and right, Hadrian standing front, head left,
looking towards eagle flying right, raising right hand to
receive a sceptre from it and holding roll in left, (S.-, RIC
II 603, C.-). Deep green toning, nearly very fine - very fine
and very rare.
$200

4404*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, issued 122, Rome
mint, (2.84 g), obv. laureate bust to right of Hadrian draped,
around IMP CAESAR TRAIAN H ADRIANVS AVG, rev.
P M TR P COS III around, Genius standing to left holding
patera over lighted altar and holding corn ears, (cf.S.3522,
cf.RIC 88, BMC 188, RSC 1094a). Good very fine.
$120

Ex RJM Collection with ticket.
This interesting reverse type emphasises the legitimacy of Hadrian's rule:
Jupiter's symbol, the eagle, bestowing a sceptre to the emperor.

Ex Noble Numismatics private sale April 1, 2014, previously from Michael
Trenerry with his ticket and Terry Naughton Collection.
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4408*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), AE dupondius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 126, (13.36 g), obv. radiate head of Hadrian
to right, around HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS, rev. COS III
around, S C in exergue, Aequitas seated to left, holding
scales and cornucopiae, (S.3657, RIC 655, C.387, BMC
1320). Attractive dark tone, extremely fine and very scarce
in this condition.
$800
Ex CNG (Classical Numismatics Group) Mail Bid Sale 90, May 23, 2012
(lot 1538), with CNG ticket and Terry Naughton Collection.

4409*
Aelius, Caesar, (A.D. 136-138), AE dupondius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 137, (9.03 g), obv. bare head of Aelius to right,
around L AELIVS CAESAR, rev. around TR POT COS II,
across PANN O NIA, Pannonia standing facing, head left,
holding vexillum in right hand and gathering dress in left
hand, S C across field, (S.3988, RIC 1071, BMC 1936,
C.25). Deep brown toning, uneven flan, otherwise nearly
very fine and scarce.
$200
Ex RJM Collection and Dmitry Markov, 17 November 1995 (lot 96) with
tickets.
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